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［1］Marx and Aristotle
It is Aristotle that Marx estimates to be best amongst the Ancient philosophers. Marx mentions in
his letter to F. Lasserlle that except Aristotle he likes Herakleitos best. 1 That is, Aristotle is the
most favorite philosopher, and Herakleitos is the second. The name of Aristotle is found in Marx’s
texts as follows.
［Marx’s commentary on Aristotle’s De Anima］Different from ordinary allegations, Marx is basi-
cally Aristotelian. Surprisingly, the name of Aristotle is found in Marx’s early commentary on Aris-
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totle’s De Anima that is written about in 1840 when he is preparing his doctoral dissertation that is
to be sent not to University of Berlin where he studies as student, but to University of Jena, or the
symbolically representative university of freedom of speech. There he writes as follows.
‘Aristotle argues that arbitrary connection is the ground from where falsehood is born ; that is
correct in any aspect. Generally, representing, reflecting thought connects being and thought,
what is general and what is individual, and semblance and essence. Then, what is furtherly pos-
sible to say is that wrong thought, representation and consciousness etc. are not mutually ap-
propriate, and they are born from connections of outward determinations, or from connection
between objective determination and subjective.’ 2
For example, while purely blue rose has not yet artificially invented, it is false to assert that the
rose of such kind exists, arbitrarily connecting words ‘purely blue ’ and ‘ rose ’. Thus, synthesis that
connects different things implies possibility of emergence of falsehood. Commodity exchange be-
tween things with different use-value is a sort of synthesis that brings the falsehood, named money.
Thus, Marx’s doctoral dissertation of 1841 already posits the problematics of Das Kapital of 1867
that appears 26 years later.
［Aristotle on Value-form Theory］Marx comments in his Capital , ‘The great thinker is Aristotle
who firstly analyzed value-form together with extremely many forms of thought, social and natural
forms.’ 3
Simultaneously, Marx furtherly comments that Aristotle has indeed not yet analyzed the point
where value-form is grounded on ‘abstraction of use-value’, 4 but he approaches to neighborhood of
the abstraction, and he holds such an insight writing, ‘ value relation is conditioned on equalization
of house and bed as the same in quality, and these sensuously different things cannot connect with-
out essential equivalence as quantity that can be measured with the same unit ’. Notably, Marx cites
from Aristotle’s Nikomachian Ethics the following, ‘Exchange is impossible without equivalence and
the equivalence is impossible without commensurability（συμμετρια）.’ 5
Through abstraction on ‘ infinite point（P∞）’ of use-value of goods put in private exchange, value
is simultaneously abstracted ; thus the goods transforms into commodity that is unity of use-value
and value itself. Commodity is symmetrical unity of use-value and value, or self-contradictory exis-
tence of ‘ a-symmetrical symmetry ’.
2 MEGA, IV/1, S.164. English translation is citor’s ; the same with the following. See Hiroshi Uchida, ‘ Natural
Philosophical Foundation of Marx’s Capital ’, Senshu Economic Bulletin , serial number 111, March 2012. For Aris-
totle, question of truth or falsehood is simply ‘ matter within thought ’（Metaphysics, 1027n26）, that view recorded in
the Paris manuscripts of 1844.
3 Marx, Karl Das Kapital , Erster Band, Dietz Verlag Berlin, 1962, S.73.
4 DK , ibid. S.62.
5 DK , ibid. S.73-74. In his Philosophy of Right , Section 63, Hegel also mentions about the necessity of something
‘ comparable（vergleichbar）’ between one thing（Sache）and another that must be based on the same idea of Aris-
totle. Professor of University of Glasgow, Scott Meikle also demonstrates the relationship between Marx and Aris-
totle, utilizing the word ‘ commensurability or symmetry ’ thoroughly in his work, Aristotle’s Economic Thought ,
Clarendon Press Oxford, 1995.
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［Aristotle cited in Marx’s Theory of Commodity Fetishism］In the long note 32 of Section Four
of Chapter One of the First Book of Capital , Marx criticizes Aristotle, writing ‘Even the great
thinker Aristotle made a mistake in his estimation of slave labor.’ 6
［Aristotle in the Theory of Surplus-value］Moreover, Marx makes citation from Franz Biese’s
Philosophy of Aristotle where Biese focuses on Aristotle’s discussion on automation7; Marx’s interest
here succeeds his own consideration on Automat in the 1857-58 Grundrisse, to that the late Japa-
nese Marx-scholar Shigeto Tsuru and the present author pay attention in the history of study of The
Grundrisse.
［Aristotle’s Philosophy as the Germinating Editorial Principle of Capital］Then, is the utiliza-
tion of Aristotle’s philosophy limited to such individual cases? Never. Aristotle’s philosophy is very
much influential as to be able to say ‘ totally and systematically ’ to determine the editorial principle
of Marx’s Capital , although he does not mention Aristotle’s name in each case, nor regularly citing
his texts. Probably, Marx expects that the audience of his lifetime work will discern Aristotle behind
the text of Capital .
［Book Β on Difficulties in Aristotle’s Metaphysics］In order to understand Marx’s Capital , the
readers must dismiss such a reading way of following only his written words on superficial dimen-
sion. They must rather inquire what principle organizes Capital that works under the written words.
With such basic inquiry, Capital will represent its own deep architectural structure. Although Marx
has not written about his own method of editing the critique of political economy, he has left evi-
dences on methodology in his notes and manuscripts for writing his life time work. Marx has
sought source of the editorial principle to the ancient philosophy, especially Aristotle’s philosophy.
Marx’s Capital principally stands on Aristotle’s philosophy, especially, his Metaphysics. Further, it is
Books on Difficulty or Perplexity（απορια）in Aristotle’s Metaphysics from that Marx assimilates clas-
sical source on that he builds the editorial principle of Capital .
［Endless Chains of Question and Answer］As one of orthodox intellectuals, Marx faces Aristotle
as the main indispensable author. His way will open after he struggles with his master questions or
apiroa and succeeds in solving them. However, his master raises next question just after his student
solves question. Consequently, question and answer chains continuously endlessly, constructing
multi-strata architecture in Aristotle’s Metaphysics and Marx’s Capital .
［Motif for Marx’s study of Political Economy］After finishing his 1841 doctoral dissertation,
Marx shifts to critique of Hegel’s Philosophy of Right , claiming that the causes of political mission
of state originate in civil society, and then turns directly to the critical study of political economy as
science of civil society, especially Adam Smith’s Wealth of Nations, taking notes two times in unique
order. Now he finds the same kind of difficulty or aporia in texts of political economy and opens
the way to get out of it ; or he finds problems and arrives at the solutions, maintaining Aristotle’s
method.
6 DK , ibid. S.96.
7 Franz Biese, Die Philosophie des Aristoteles, Neudruck der Ausgabe Berlin 1835 in 2 Bänden, Scientia Verlag
Aalen 1978.
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［The Subject of the Present Article］The present article tackles the very subject to reveal the in-
ner structure of Capital with that it organizes itself. The paper will finally find in Das Kapital the
principle as mathematical concept, ‘Primitive Recursive Function ’. 8
［2］Definitions of Difficulties in Metaphysics
Now, first of all, the present article overviews difficulties（aporia）in Metaphysics as the basic prepo-
sition of the present article. In the beginning of the first chapter of Book III（or Book B）, Aristotle
compares difficulty in study to opening way, in order to emphasize importance of tackling difficulty.
‘Now for those who wish to get rid of difficulties, it is a good plan to go into them thoroughly ;
for the subsequent certainty is a release from the previous difficulties, and release is impossible
when we do not know the knot. …… Hence we should first have studied all the difficulties,
both for the reasons given and also because those who start an inquiry without first consider-
ing the difficulties are like people who do not know where they are going.’ 9
Like those who steadily dig over huge rock wall with chisel to open way, those who inquire com-
pletely what the hard core of subject is, are the real investigators.
［Composition of Book of Difficulties］In his Chapter One of Book on Difficulties of Metaphysics,
Aristotle overviews about fourteen kinds of difficulty and, then discusses on each of them from
Chapter Two to Chapter Six. While in Chapter One as general introduction to Aporia, he presents
fourteen sorts of difficulty, each chapter from Chapter Two ; the order of the fourteen difficulties is
irregular in some part, and moreover in Chapter Six new one kind of difficulty is added, then num-
ber of difficulty counts fifteen in total. Theme of each difficulty is shown as bellow.
（Chapter Two）
Difficulty One : Does study of causes belong to one science or to more than one?
Difficulty Two : Does study on substance investigate the principle of demonstration?
Difficulty Three : Is there one science which deals with all substance, or more than one?
Difficulty Five［irregular order］: whether is our study concerned only with substance, or also
with the essential attributes of substance?
Difficulty Four［irregular order］: Does only sensible substance exist, or are there others be-
sides?
（Chapter Three）
Difficulty Six［irregular order］: Whether is the first principle genus, or elements of things into
which each thing is divided?
Difficulty Seven : Even though genus is the principle, whether is the genus the highest or the
lowest?
8 In his book, Marx and the Ancients, George E McCarthy details the Marx and Aristotle relationship, examining
ontological problems, such as direction of philosophy for human existence, potentials of human being and nature,
and social justice, but does not discuss Aristotle’s philosophical hard core of difficulty（aporia）. See Marx and the
Ancients, Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, Inc. 1990.
9 Aristotle, METAPHYSICS , I-IX, Aristotle, XVIII, X-XIV, Leob Classic Library, translated by H. Tredennick, Har-
vard University Press, 1980, p.96（the Greek text）p.97（the English translation）; 995b28f.
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（Chapter Four）
Difficulty Eight ; Whether does each of individual thing only exist, or something another?
Difficulty Nine : Whether is each of the principles one in species, or one in number?
Difficulty Ten : Whether are the principle of perishable and that of imperishable things the same,
or different?
Difficulty Eleven : Whether are Being and Unity（as the Pythagoreans and Plato argue）sub-
stance of things, or attribute of them?
（Chapter Five）
Difficulty Fourteen［irregular order］: Whether are objects of mathematics substance, or attrib-
ute?
（Chapter Six）
Difficulty Fifteen : Why must various ideas be said to exist besides sensuous things and mathe-
matical objects?
Difficulty Thirteen［irregular order］: Whether does the principle or element exist possibly, or
really?
Difficulty Twelve［irregular order］: Whether is the principle general, or individual?
［3］Marx’s Capital as Aporetica
［Continuous Solution of Difficulty］As demonstrated in the present author’s recent publication,
Marx in Symmetry（Shakaihyoronsha, 2015, Tokyo）, Das Kapital is methodologically characteristic
in such way as follows : answer of one question necessarily raise next question, and the answer
opens up next. The chain of question and answer continues endlessly, that is shown in short : Qj
（QiAi）Aj. That characteristic originates in Aristotle’s Metaphysics.
［The Aporetik Pioneer Japanese Philosopher Tanabe］In the heading Chapter One of his book,
Introduction to Philosophy（Iwanamishoten, 1933）, Philosopher Hajime Tanabe（1885-1962）argues,
‘Since essence of philosophy is extreme reflection as result of philosophical investigation, so philo-
sophical difficulty（aporia）is found anywhere.’ In his discussion of ontological method, especially
notable is that he details Aristotle’s ‘difficulty-solving method（aporetische Methode）’. That interest-
ingly concerns with the present article.
However regrettably, though discussing Marx from the very viewpoint of aporia, Tanabe mislead-
ingly writes ‘Marx ignores antithesis of thought and being ’. As shown soon later in the present arti-
cle, Marx does inquire into the difficulties in his Capital , especially connecting with Aristotle’s Diffi-
culty One, Six, Seven and Eight : capitalist commodity is the very antithesis of ‘object of sense and
that of thought ’, as being unity of ‘use-value（sense）and value（thought）’ that implies to develop
‘ translational symmetry ’ or ‘Primitive Recursive Function ’. In short, Marx himself is the pioneer to
reveal the inner hidden principle of capitalist mode of production as dynamic self-organizing system.
Marx mentions in the Preface to the first edition of Capital that value-form is sell -form to organize
capitalist mode of production. Marx here biologically demonstrates how capitalism organizes itself,
following Aristotle’s De Anima（Peri Psychē）or Study of Generation of Life-capabilities.
［Kiyoshi Miki’s Study of Aristotle’s Aporia］One of the representative Japanese philosophers
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during the Fifteen Years War（1931-1945）, Kiyoshi Miki（1897-1945）studied Aristotle by Martin
Heidegger in 1923-24 Marburg. In 1926, soon after his returned to Japan in 1925, Miki wrote a
philosophical essay titled ‘Structure of Question ’, seven years earlier than Tanabe’s Introduction to
Philosophy ; there Tanabe might have responded to Miki’s essay.
Miki argues in the essay that just as problem has prefix pro, or Greek word προβημα has prefix
προ, any problem beforehand stands on each specific interest that is sometimes hidden. Problem
may not be free from one-sidedness or limitedness. Because of that, problem may fall in difficulty
（aporia）or being unsolved. Those who raise problem must be aware of such preoccupation. If they
are not conscious of that sort of specific framework of their own biased problem, they ask arbitrarily
without norm. As any question has impulse to demand answer, so questioner may hide vicious de-
sire or may mislead dogmatism, pretending to be fair or sincere. 10
Difficulty is a state where problem has lost its own way（Weglosigkeit）. Various problem and so-
lution are recognition from certain viewpoints of interest, and as result of criticism from compound
eyes, difficulty becomes a movement of problem and solution. 11
Nine years later in his book, Introduction to Aristotle’s Metaphysics, Miki discusses properly Aris-
totle’s concept of difficulty（απορια）: individual thing is the first substance（πρωτη ουσια）that is
sensuously empirical for human being, therefore it is prior（προτερον）or basic to recognition. The
second substance（δευτερα ουσια）is posterior（υστερον）that depends upon the empirical object
（πρωτη ουσια）in that human recognition arrives at hidden truth. Then, how do the two kinds of
substance relate with each other? Examining the difficulties between the first substance and the
second in Aristotle’s Metaphysics, Miki writes, ‘These ambivalence of double definition of substance
（ουσια）presents various difficulties in the interpretation of Aristotle’s Metaphysics ’. 12
Miki does not think like ordinal understanding of the relationship between being and substance
like that being and substance are separated（choriston, χωριστον）and substance hides itself behind
being. Probably following Heidegger’s comprehension, Miki rather thinks that ουσια is ‘what is
analogically perceivable by means of ον［Seieinde］’, and ουσια is ‘ substance（das Sein）of existence
（ον, Seiende）’. 13 For instance, material（υλη）in Aristotle’s sense is not recognized immediately, but
exists in other form（ειδος）. Wood and bronze are not cognitive as material（υλη）by itself, but they
actually exist as such concrete kinds of form（ειδος）. Wood is material for bed, and bronze is mate-
rial for sculpture. Material is relational concept par excellence. We estimate wood or bronze to be
material in relationship with bed or sculpture as form . Being or ‘ον’（wood or bronze）exists as ma-
terial just in relationship with substance or ‘ουσια’（bed or sculpture）as form（ειδος）.
Generally, we recognize substance or ‘ουσια’ by mediation of existence or ‘ον’. Such relationship
of individual beings chains endlessly. Related individual beings organize some sort of universality or
10 See Kiyoshi Miki, A Study of Idealistic Forms, Iwanamishoten, 1931, p.7-8, p.21-24.
11 See Kiyoshi Miki, Preliminary Concepts of Social Sciences, Iwanamishoten, 1929, p.7-8.
12 See Kiyoshi Miki, Introduction to Aristotle’s Metaphysics, Iwanamishoten, 1967, p.120.
13 See Collected Works of Kiyoshi Miki , vol.9, Iwanamishoten, 1967, p.135-145. As to the essence of the philosophy of
Kiyoshi Miki, see Hiroshi Uchida, Kiyoshi Miki : Imagination of Individuality, Ochamomizushobo, 2004.
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‘ systematic set that maintains itself constant for transforming inner elements ’ is probably Miki’s so-
lution of Aristotle’s own difficulty about understanding the relationship of the two kinds of ουσια.
Miki’s answer is analogous to Marx’s understanding of value-form in that value appears in use-value
that is to be detailed soon later. 14
［Voluntary Questioning, Answering and Reflecting］The late professor, Tomonobu Imamichi
（1922-2012）, one of representative Aristotelians in Japan, points out the following hardcore charac-
teristic of Aristotle’s Metaphysics.
‘Aristotle’s Aporetica（scholarship of difficulty or aporia）has such a structure that voluntarily
asks, answers and criticizes. The basic structure of Aporetica consists of the three moments of
asking, answering and criticizing（or reflecting）. That means purposiveness of development in
thought and immanence of asking, or subjectively inquiring（απορηθαι）. Therefore, solution is
nothing but getting out of hard way.’ ‘Producing many difficulties, one difficulty maintains total
relationship with others where such an intention moves to unite appropriate logos（way of ex-
planation）of phenomena.’ 15
What Imamichi says ‘Unity of appropriate logos of phenomenon’ is affinitive with the view of Miki
and Marx. Imamichi finds in Aristotle’s Metaphysics voluntary questioning, answering and reflecting
that furtherly finds next new question. One answer is not to be settled but raises next question.
Aristotle’s aporia chains continuously. That is the very characteristic method that Marx succeeds to
his life time work of Capital from Aristotle’s Metaphysics.
［Chain of ‘Question and Answer’ in the Heading Three Sections of Marx’s Capital］Now, we
are able to trace the heading three sections of Chapter One of Book One of Capital as ‘Aristotelian
Chain of Question and Answer ’.
［Smith’s Definition of Value in Term of Use-value］Commodity is two-fold existence, as Adam
Smith defines in Chapter Four of Book One of The Wealth of Nations ; that is, VALUE（sic）of com-
modity has two aspects of ‘ value in use ’ and ‘value in exchange ’. Value in exchange（or ‘exchange-
value ’）is the exchange rate of ‘ value in use ’ or ‘use-value ’. Then, value of commodity is use-value
in two senses as ‘use-value ’ itself and ‘exchange-value ’. Therefore, value is basically use-value for
Smith. He defines value by term of use-value. He fails to define［1］value itself and to demonstrate
［2］how value relates with use-value ; Both subjects of［1］and［2］are left to Marx, by way of
David Richard who is de facto successful to define［1］value itself as abstract human labor, but is
indifferent to demonstrate［2］how value relates to use-value ;［2］is the very theme of value-form
that is doubly -relational in use value and value.
［Section One］The simple commodity at the head of Capital in Section One is ‘ set and element ’
simultaneously. In capitalist society, goods is produced and sold as commodity.
14 Before his publication of Introduction to Aristotle’s Metaphysics in 1935, Miki had already published Marx-study in
trilogy of Materialist View of History and The Contemporary Consciousness（1928）, Preliminary Concepts of Social Sci-
ences（1929）, and A Study of Idealistic Forms（1931）. Marx and Aristotle are united within the thought of Kiyoshi
Miki. The present author follows him who has opened the framework.
15 Tomonobu Imamichi, Aristotle : Intellectual Heritage of Mankind [vol.8], p.280, p.282.
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For example, rice is produced, sold and bought as commodity and consumed being boiled for
food for individual life, or consumed productively as material to produce rice-wine or rice-cake.
These rice, rice-wine and rice-cake are products on basis of many elements or means of production ;
as for rice, it needs such elements of labor-power, seeding, soil, fertilizer, irrigation system, planting
or reaping machine and so on. In that sense, rice is product of means of rice production, or set of
elements for production. Generally, these elements are bought as commodity. Therefore, rice is
‘ set as commodity ’ of ‘ elements as commodities ’. That is why the starting paragraph of Marx’s
Capital states that commodity is ‘ set and element ’ simultaneously where set has Aristotelian sense
of genus（γενος）and element（στοχειον）, although Aristotle does not think that set and element
transform into each other ; that is the key point on that Marx is critical against Aristotle.
Set of elements furtherly includes element in economic process of production and circulation of
commodity. Even labor power that is reproduced as set of means of individual consumption is or-
ganized as one of elements of production or circulation. Therefore, anything in capitalist society ex-
ists as set or element defined through its own relationship to other economic moment, in the same
way as seen in the relationship between being（ον）and substance（ουσια）, or material（υλη）and
form（ειδος）in Aristotle’s Metaphysics.
［Section One］Capital defines commodity as ‘set and element ’ and ‘use-value and value ’. Then,
how do the two definitions connect with each other?
As we have already seen in the example of production and circulation of rice as commodity, com-
modity turns into element of another commodity as set, and moreover the commodity as set turns
to element of set in higher dimension. we can schematize the process as :
element∈set・element∈set…
Commodity is one thing with two-fold aspect of ‘use-value and value ’. Each kind of use-value is
different in quality, while value is the same in quality. Therefore, commodity is unity of contra-
dictory attributes of inequality and equality. That contradictory characteristic motivates commod-
ity to exchange with another kind of use-value. One kind of commodity exchanges itself with an-
other kind of commodity that is to be consumed productively for production of commodity with
higher quality, or individually for reproduction of labor power. The exchanged commodity becomes
element with other kinds of commodity as a whole to constitute set of commodity.
Now commodity turns into set, and the set itself turns into element of higher dimensional set.
Therefore, the contradictory unity of ‘use-value and value ’ of commodity raises transforming process
of ‘element and set ’. The pair of key terms ‘ set and element ’ and ‘use-value and value ’ in the heading
paragraph of Capital thus theoretically related. The contradictory unity of use-value and value is the ba-
sic motif for organization of capitalist mode of production. The first form of the contradiction of ‘use-
value and value ’ is nothing but ‘ value-form ’. Then, how does value-form develop itself? That is the
next question. The answer is as follows.
［Section Two］Value is very abstract being and use-value is sensuously concrete existence. The
equation［value ＝ use-value］is something irrational. Why and how does the equation found itself?
In order to answer the question, labor is analyzed into two aspect of ‘abstract human labor ’ in
Section One and ‘concrete useful labor ’ in Section Two. The former abstract human labor ap-
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pears into use value of another commodity produced by the latter concrete useful labor. The ‘ab-
stract human labor ’ is defied in the first section, while the ‘concrete useful labor ’ in the second sec-
tion. This order of definition of the two kinds of labor repeats in the demonstration of the first
value-form in the same way ; the first value-form is the phenomenon of value or result of ‘ abstract
human labor ’ of a commodity in use-value or result of ‘ concrete useful labor ’ of another commodity.
The describing order of two kinds of labor in Section One and Two recurs in Section Three. Capital
moreover recurs in broader range from exchange-value at the head of Section One, via analysis of
living labor into two kinds of labor in Section One and Two, to exchange-value or value-form itself.
The author of Capital is very logically rigid in theoretical demonstration.
［Section Three］Then, why and how does one commodity connect to other? The value-form theory
proves the question. It has three dimensions of the first, the second and the third, while the third
form and the fourth are basically identical in theory.
［The First Value-form］Use-value itself is socially relational existence ; that exists for other’s con-
sumption, whether productive or individual. Commodity exchange relation positively abstracts ‘ val-
ue ’ by way of negative abstraction of ‘use-value ’ up to on infinite point（P∞）. Value is also very rela-
tional .
Value-form is phenomenological par excellence. Value of one commodity appears in relationship
with use-value of another commodity in the analogous way, as already shown in Aristotle’s discus-
sion that wood appears as material（υλη）in relationship with bed（ειδος）, although ‘wood –bed ’ re-
lation is ‘physically concrete ’ relation that is further developed in ‘Labor-process ’ in heading part of
Chapter Five, while ‘ value ’ - ‘ use-value ’ relation is ‘ socially abstract-concrete ’ relation that is also fur-
ther developed in ‘Dual Function of Active Labor ’ in Chapter Six on ‘Constant Capital and Variable ’.
Marx thus transforms Aristotle’s pair of form（ειδς）- matter（υλη）relationship in Metaphysics up to
higher dimension of ‘ socially abstract［value］’- ‘ socially concrete［use-value］’ in his basic theory of
value-form.
［The Second Value-form］Value is abstract par excellence, so it demands to present itself com-
pletely ; in use-value of another kinds of commodity as many as possible, infinitely. Many kinds of
equivalent-form become ‘endless serial of commodity set ’ except as subject commodity of the rela-
tive value-form. Then, value appears as set of huge kinds of use-value. That is why Adam Smith in-
tuitively equalizes value with use-value, or ‘ value is use-value ’, just like people see God（value）
within wooden icon（use-value）. The second value-form theoretically bases Commodity Fetishism in
Section Four of Chapter One.
［The Third Value-form］The second value-form holds theoretical probability to transform into the
third value-form. The third is the turned-over form of the second ; now subjective relative value
form consists of many kinds of commodity without one kind of commodity, or, the equivalent form.
［Theoretical probability and Practical Realization］The theoretical probability of the third form
or the general equivalence realizes itself through the practical process of commodity exchange de-
tailed in Chapter Two. Here in ‘distinction in theory ’ and ‘mediation in practice ’, Marx follows Kant
in Critique of Pure Reason［B384-385］. 16
［Value-form Theory as The Actual Theoretical Beginning of Capital］The basic theory of
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Capital consists of heading three sections of Chapter One of Book One. Both of Section One and
Two are the preparatory sections to the starting of the genuinely theoretical demonstration in value
-form in Section Three of the same first chapter. Value-form shows how it gives rise of capitalist
mode of production. Value-form is ‘ sell -form ’ of organization of capitalism as just mentioned biologi-
cally in the Forewords to the first edition of Book One. Therefore, correct understanding of value-
form is the Aristotelian difficulty or aporia for Capital comprehension as whole, just as Marx him-
self admits it is very hard part, writing, ‘ all the beginnings are difficult ’.
It is very notable that the first value-form theoretically founds itself［1］＝［1’］, while the second
［2］bases Commodity Fetishism［2’］of Section Four, the third［3］grounds Commodity-exchange
Process［3’］of Chapter Two. Therefore, three value-forms in Section Three of Chapter One as a
whole found the following Section Four of the same chapter and Chapter Two. They build ‘2 ranks
architecture ’ both of ‘ vertical dimension ’ and ‘horizontal ’.
［1＝1’］The First Value-form →［2’］Commodity Fetishism →［3’］Commodity-exchange Process
↓
［2］The second value-form
↓
［3］The third value-form
As detailed in the present author’s book, ‘Capital’ in Symmetry, Capital as whole is 2 ranks building.
［Capitalism as Geocentric System］As to see in（［5-5］）, the editorial system of Capital has dou-
ble movement of ‘horizontal and vertical ’, suggesting Marx’s critique that capitalism is a sort of geo-
centric system ; the solar system is expected to consist of double movements on each of ‘main
body on elliptical orbit ’ and ‘ sub-body on epicycle ’（idea by Apollonios of Perga）, while Capital
also has also double movement of main horizontal movement and vertical like ‘epicycle ’. From
Marx’s critical view, capitalism appears an upside-down system.
［4］Aristotle’s theory of Aporia in Metaphysics and Conceptual Development of
Marx’s Capital
This section［4］introduces to the audience Aristotle’s difficulties（Aporias）in Metaphysics, and
then demonstrates the correspondence between Metaphysics and Das Kapital（DK）in such a way
how DK critically succeeds the difficulties, giving their solution. DK focuses on six difficulties out
of fifteen, that is, Difficulty Six, One, Eight, Seven, Four and Seven（again）in this order, and
Marx’s treatment brings the solutions of them, being common as Primitive Recursive Function（PRF）.
［4−1］‘Genus and Element ’ in Difficulty Six and ‘Set and Element ’
Aristotle defines Genus and Element as follows.
‘ It is impossible to explain one principle in two ways（αμφοτερως）, because definition on genus
（γενυς）and definition on element（στοιχειον）are different.’（998b12）
16 Marx-scholarship in Japan has historically long debate over the relationship between the value-form and exchange-
process, but has not obtained clear conclusion. The present author’s understanding is posited in this paper.
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Aristotle（BC384-BC322）judges that the principle is not able to define in two ways, because ge-
nus（set）and element are definitely different. However, about 2,300 years later from the end of
nineteenth century to the beginning of the twentieth century, Bertrand Russell（1872-1970）criti-
cizes Friedrich Ludwich Frege（1848-1925）of his idea on set and element. Writing a letter to Frege,
Russell points out Frege’s unconscious misunderstanding idea that set turns element of next dimen-
sional set［E∈S・E］as ‘ set theory contradiction ’. Russel firmly rejects the concept of set that has
no element as mathematical concepts or ‘empty set ’ that includes no element, or set that includes
only set as element. In order to overcome ‘ the set theory contradiction ’, Russell introduces new
idea of ‘ class ’ that firmly distinguishes elements to different class. As to Aristotle, he distinguishes
genus and element so that genus does not turn into element（G≠E）. He basically judges the same
before Russell who introduces new concept of ‘ class ’ in order to avoid ‘ set theory contradiction ’. In
that sense, Russell paradoxically recurs to Aristotle.
Contrarily, at the head of the first paragraph of Section One of Chapter One of DK , it affirma-
tively presents ‘ set theory contradiction ’ as its own proper subject just as follows.
‘The wealth of societies where capitalist mode of production prevails, appears as a ‘huge set of
commodity ’（als eine ‘ungeheure Warensammlung ’）, each commodity being as its elemental
form（als seine Elementarform）. Therefore, our investigation begins with the analysis of com-
modity.’ 17
While Aristotle thinks that principle cannot be defined in two ways as genus（set）and element,
Marx understands that since his 1859 Critique of Political Economy the principal form of capitalist
mode of production is commodity, and commodity itself is simultaneously set and element, so that
commodity is defined in two ways. Therefore, DK positively presents so-called ‘ set theory contradic-
tion ’ as the principal theme. The task to develop the contradiction demonstrates how capitalist
mode of production organizes itself as ruling system of capitalism.
［Definition of Commodity as Set and Element in The Wealth of Nations］Marx’s first encoun-
ter with The Wealth of Nation in its French version is in 1844 when he is writing The Paris Manu-
scripts. He takes two notes of WN where Marx finds Smith’s two definitions of commodity as ‘ the
simple commodity ’ in Chapter Five of Book One and as ‘capitalist commodity ’ in the following
Chapter Six that constitutes the price of wage, profit and rent ; here wage, profit and rent are ele-
ments of price of commodity. Smith thinks the price of commodity in two ways simply as ‘exchange
value（exchange-rate of value in use）’ and ‘composition of wage, profit and rent ’ as ‘ the elements of
commodity as set ’. In the following chapters Smith treats individually commodity as ‘wage ’ in Chap-
ter Eight, ‘ profit ’ in Chapter Nine and ‘ rent ’ in Chapter Eleven. 18
Therefore, The Wealth of Nations defines commodity in two ways as the simple commodity and
the capitalist commodity composed with wage, profit and rent, each of them being distributed to
each class. The notion basically suggests Marx to treat commodity in two ways as ‘ set and element ’
17 S.49. The German adjective ‘ ungeheur ’ does not simply mean ‘ big ’, but ‘ monstrously huge ’.
18 Interest as revenue of monetary fund is treated as income of expenditure of stock or physical term of capital in
Chapter Four of Book Two.
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in his critique of political economy since The 1844 Paris Manuscripts. DK evidently maintains the
suggestion to treat commodity in two ways from WN . Just as Adam Smith writes WN on the classi-
cal basis of Aristotle, including Metaphysics and De Anima , Marx discourses with Aristotle while he
criticizes political economy, mainly targeting WN , on classical background of almost the same
sources. 19
［4−2］‘Mater and Form’（Difficulty One）and ‘Use-value and Value’
［Are Theory of Difficulty and Theology indifferent?］On Difficulty One on four causes, that is,
［1］formal cause（ειδος）,［2］final cause（τελος）,［3］efficient cause（αρχη）,［4］material cause（υλη）,
Aristotle inquires whether science that investigates causes of things is one science, or many ones.
Since cosmos holds invariable and unmovable thing in its basis that founds goodness, there cannot
be cause in goodness in itself（996a20f.）. Here he judges that the four causes is not to be adapted
to God, and theology is out of the four causes. As soon seen in［4-2］, God by Aristotle presents it-
self in infinitely extreme as ‘pure form’ or ‘en-tele -cheia ’ that is finished form of telos.
In Marx’s letter to Engels of 31st July 1865 when he is writing The 1863-65 Manuscripts, he
sends message that his present critique of political economy takes form of ‘one aesthetic whole ’. 20
The comment corresponds to Aristotle’s ‘one science ’. Moreover, Marx’s critique also targets theol-
ogy that Aristotle does not include to the consideration of four causes. Marx’s projection that he
criticizes simultaneously political economy and theology, has already started since his 1841 doctoral
dissertation of ‘Difference between the Democritean and Epicurean Philosophy of Nature ’.
Aristotle thinks that the primary subject of science is ‘what it is ’, that is, to enquire substance or
essence, and secondary are other recognitions ; how much（ποσον）, or what kind of nature（ποιον）,
or how to do positively（ενεργεια）, or how it is done passively（παθος）（996b16）. For Aristotle, the
first substance or individuality is synthesis of matter（υλη）and form（ειδος）that corresponds to the
heading simple commodity of Das Kaital.
［Manifesting Forms of Essence］Revealing the general nature of capitalist mode of production,
Das Kapital not only sets its main theme as what capital is, but also engages in analysis of ‘how
much（ποσον）capital gains ’ in theory of surplus value, of ‘what nature（ποιον）capital has ’ in rate
of exploitation, of ‘how much positive（ενεργεια）capital is ’ in absolute extension of labor time or in
industrial innovation, and of ‘how passive（παθος）wage-worker is ’ in the description of their miser-
able state of life.
He thinks that the general nature（substance or essence）of thing appears in quantitative or
qualitative characteristic, activeness or passiveness, criticizing the formal separation of essence and
its manifestation in their characteristics. Essence appears in its formal development. That may be
said in Heidegger’s terms that Being（das Sein）has its own phenomena in perceptive Existences
（Seiende）.
19 See Marx’s 1841 doctoral dissertation, including his preparation of 1839 seven notes on philosophy of Epikouros
that already founds his life time project of ‘ discovery of truth hidden in falsehood ’.
20 Marx/Engels Werke, Bd.31, S.132.
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［Spring-point of Understanding of Political Economy］Individuality in Aristotle’s theory of the
first substance corresponds to the simple commodity at the head of Das Kapital that is unity
（συνολον）of use-value and value. For Marx, matter（υλη）is use-value and form（ειδος）is value.
Then, commodity is synthesis of form（value）and matter（use-value）.
As to the characteristics of the two factors of use-value and value, the first paragraph of Section
Two states just as follows.
‘This two-fold nature of labor that is included in commodity is critically pointed firstly by the
present author［Marx］. Since this point is the spring-point where the understanding of political
economy rotates itself, let us investigate it further.’ 21
Not only Difficulty（6）in Aristotle’s Metaphysics corresponds to the definition of the simple com-
modity as ‘ set and element ’ at the head of DK , but also Difficulty（1）relates to the commodity -
definition of ‘ the two-fold nature ’ of labor that are realized as use value and value.
The basic terms of ‘ set and element ’ of Section One at the heading Chapter One and ‘ the two-
fold nature of labor realized in use-value and value ’ in the following Section Two have Aristotelian
significance. The two pairs of basic terms are synthesized in Section Three on Value-form that is to
be discussed in［4−4 from page 17］.
［Beginning and Transformation］At the last part of Difficulty One, Aristotle points out, ‘As to the
genesis or action, or as to the general transformation（μεταβολη）, it is said that we know what it is
when we know the beginning of these movements.’（996b23）. Beginning that potentially holds
transformation turns ‘ set and element ’ in multi-strata［element∈set・element∈set・・・］.
［Transforming Concept of Set］In the theory of commodity and money, set is money and element
is commodity. However, since Transformation of Money into Capital, set is capital and commodity
and money are demoted into elements of capital. Moreover, while in Book One, set is ‘one capital ’
that represents the essence of capital in general, however in Book Two that demonstrates social di-
vision of labor amongst two capitals, set is the two capitals that includes and excludes with each
other as element respectively, or being dependent on each other and independent from each other
at once, and in Book Three set is many capitals, each of them is now both set and element, simulta-
neously. These architectural succession of ‘ set and element ’ is Marx’s solution of Aristotle’s Diffi-
culty Three on whether science one or many, where one supersedes itself to many that includes
one within.
The Double definition of the starting simple commodity as ‘ set and element ’ transforms subject.
Notably, the simple commodity is unity of a -symmetrical use-value and symmetrical（commensura-
ble）value. Both exclude and include with each other as extremely opposite. These inner nature of
twistingly connecting organization of two moments（elements） is manifested in value-form or
exchange-form. The manifestation continues to develop furtherly to Transformation of Money into
21 Das Kapital , S.56. The verb ‘ rotate itself（sich drehen）’ follows Kantian terminology that appears in his Critique
of Pure Reason（BXVI-XVII）. The scientific problematic that both Kant and Marx share is Copernican Revolution.
For them. truth（the heliocentric astronomy）appears through critical analysis of falsehood（the geocentric）. Marx
names the burned Giordano Bruno（1548-1600）in his Berlin 1839 notes of Epicurus（MEGA, IV/1, S.672）.
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Capital, to Absolute Surplus Value and Relative, to Accumulation of Capital, and so on. These multi-
strata in Marx’s Capital succeeds Aristotle’s Difficulty One which states that positing the begging is
basis of transformation.
［Aristotle’s Theory of Four Causes and Marx’s Theory of Labor-process］Labor-process suc-
ceeds the Transformation of Money into Capital. Capital builds capitalist mode of production on
labor-process as trans-historical basis. The concept of labor-process is categorized by Aristotle’s the-
ory of four causes of［1］material cause（hulē）,［2］efficient cause（archē）,［3］final cause（telos）
and［4］formal cause（eidos）.［2］archē and［3］telos are united into［4］eidos.
Labor-process consists of object of labor as material cause, mental labor-power as final cause, and
both of physical labor and means of labor ’ as efficient cause. Living labor works to control labor-
process as purpose-realizing（zweckmäßig）factor. Labor-product is the realized result of labor.
［Four Causes and Labor-process］Each factor of labor-process corresponds to Aristotle’s four
causes respectively as follows.
Material cause［M］corresponds to ‘material ’ of labor to produce product, formal cause［F］to
‘ labor-power ’ that consists of mental labor and physical labor, efficient cause［E］to ‘physical labor ’,
final cause［T］to ‘mental labor ’. However, in the developing course of capitalist production, both of
labor power and means of production as efficient causes are replaced by machinery. Therefore, im-
mediate process of capitalist production organizes itself as follows.
［T］Mental labor →［E］physical labor and means of production →［M］object of labor 22
Product or result of labor-process is synthesis of naturally formal cause and naturally material
cause. Both Aristotle and Marx equally comprehend factors of labor-process. Aristotle de facto con-
sider labor-process trans-historical dimension in case of aesthetic production（ποιησις）.
［Four Factors of Capitalist Production］Theory of labor-process considers the result of capitalist
production abstractly from viewpoint of use-value. Now the viewpoint turns to the reality of capitalist
process of production, focusing factors of the process. The process is mediated through the rela-
tionship between capitalist and wage-worker. The relation reflects on the capitalist process of pro-
duction so that the factors of labor-process are re-organized as follows.
Capitalist takes role of mental labor as final cause, aiming to obtain more profit, while wage-
worker becomes physical labor to be the object of capitalist command together with means of pro-
duction and object of labor ; both of them are material cause. Moreover, means of labor as efficient
cause is taken place by machinery（fixed constant capital）, then it becomes means of capitalist com-
mand.
［Labor-process］ ［Capitalist production］
［3］Final cause : mental labor of immediate worker → mental labor of capitalist
22 Just as the late Emeritus Professor of Senshu University, Yoshihiko Uchida has already pointed out in his master
piece work, The World of Marx’s ‘Capital’ , while mental labor commands his/her own physical labor or other’s
physical labor, mental labor commands brain labor of his/her own or other, for instance desk-work. Mental labor
and brain labor are conceptually different. Mental-physical relation belongs to commandment. Capitalist takes role of
mental labor that subordinates physical labor of wage-worker to capitalist production for profit.
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［2］Efficient cause : physical labor of immediate producer → machinery
［1］Material cause : object of labor → physical labor of wage -worker and object of labor
As shown above, through the transformation from labor-process into capitalist production, labor-
power changes from both of ‘［3］final cause and［2］efficient cause ’ to ‘［1］material cause ’ in capi-
talist production as object of capitalist command or ruled physical labor.
［Individuality（as Unity of Material Cause and Formal Cause）and Pure Form］Since Aris-
totle defines the result of immediate production in natural-historical process, so that the result of
the process is synthesis of material cause and formal cause in trans-historical dimension. 23 When
Marx criticizes that Aristotle does not know the specificity of slave labor, 24 Aristotle has only the
image of production in trans-historical context, but has no image of capitalist breaking down of four
causes of production into final cause by capitalist and efficient cause by wage-worker.
［Recurring Circular Thought］Aristotle defines substance in two senses ; ‘ the first substance ’ is
individuality, that is, synthesis of material cause and formal. Result of production-process becomes
preposition of next process that brings the same result. That process continues, or reproduces itself.
Aristotle thinks that these process of self-reproduction or ‘ result ＝ preposition → process → result
＝ preposition ’ infinitely arrives at the point where all material causes cease to exist and only purely
formal cause exists. That is ‘ thought of thought（νοησεως νοησις）’ or thought thinks itself only. That
is ‘ the second substance ’. Now, thought（νους）thinks itself as its own object（νοετων）. That is God
（θεος）. He writes, ‘Thought thinks itself that thinks…. Here what thinks and what is thought are
the same.’（1074b21-35）25 In the same way, commodity owner thinks of his/her own speculative
thought about private property, unconsciously abstracting positively ‘ value ’ as ‘only what can be
thought ’ that justifies the ownership.
Aristotle also states, ‘Thought is itself the beginning ’（1072a30）. Therefore, thought that starts
from thought arrives at ‘ thought of thought ’ at the finale of its process that forms circular system
and begins to think again from the head of the system, returning there. These recurring cosmology
of Aristotle’s Metaphysics has potentially the mathematical concept of ‘Primitive Recursive Func-
tion ’. 26
Telos（τελος）or final cause hidden deeply in potentiality（δυναμις）leads actuality（ενεργεια）from
the simple individuality at the beginning to ones on higher dimension and at last to the completely
finished form（εν-τελε-χεια）. Metaphysics that starts from the simple individuality like the simple
commodity at the head of Capital , arrives finally at ‘ thought of thought ’ or religion that corre-
sponds to the Trinity Formula at the end of Book Three of Capital where Marx follows systemati-
cally Aristotle’s Metaphysics.
23 Aristotle writes, ‘ Material is nature. …. Moreover, form and substance are also nature.’（1015a11）
24 Das Kapital , S.96.
25 Interestingly, Hegel quotes that paragraph on ‘ thought of thought ’ at the end of Enzyklopädie or his philosophical
system that logically summarizes all kinds of sciences within. Being（Sein）at the head of the system, or Science of
Logic is thought about God by itself, or God that thinks itself. Thus his philosophical system organizes itself as re-
curring circular. In that sense Hegel is also an Aristotelian.
26 This function organizes Marx’s Capital , as seen soon in [5] of the present paper at page 23.
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The process transforms the simple individuality as synthesis of material cause M1 and formal
cause F1 into material cause M2 for the next individuality of M2F2, and then M2F2 turns to M3 for
next individuality of M3F3. These process continues to the final ‘ pure form’ or God that now recurs
to the beginning of the system, just as shown below.
┌→・・∞（God）
M3F3（▽▼）＝M4 ↓
↑ ↓
M2F2（△▲）＝M3（▽） ↓
↑ ↓
M1F1（■□）＝M2（△）←…………………………………┘
［Recurring God］
The self-chaining mode or recursion is the same type with commodity-exchange that shapes ‘ self-
returning form’ or ‘ translational symmetry ’（detailed in［4-6］at page 21）. Both Aristotle and Marx
stand on the same definition of self-productive mode of existences.
［4−3］Object of Sense（Difficulty Eight）and ‘Value=Object of Thought Only’
In Difficulty Eight that succeeds Difficulty One on thought（νους）, making distinction of ‘object of
sense（αισθητος）’ and ‘object of thought（νοητος）’, Aristotle writes as follows.
‘ If nothing exists apart from individual things, then no object of thought exists except object of
sense only, then there will be no knowledge of anything.’（999b1f）27
Aristotle thinks that because what human being grasps by sense is something to generate and ex-
tinct, it is not object of recognition as everlasting ; cognitive possibility is in object of thought
（νοετως）. The object of thought is something to exist consistently. Kantian cognitive theory follows
this statement by Aristotle that human recognition stands on analysis of sensuous information by
pure understanding concept, or category.
［Value as Object of Thought Only, or God］Marx also writes in The Grundrisse the same on Aris-
totle’s statement above as follows.
‘ In order to make commodity commensurable, bringing it to numeral relation, it must accept
the same notion（unit）. … Generally, it is only through abstraction that relation accepts one
specific embodiment and can again be individualized. ’ 28 ‘ I put my commodity in relation of the
extremes that equalizes it to one third（ein Drittes）; in other words, I put my commodity in
relation where my own is not equal to itself. The third that is different from the both extremes
of the relation expresses one relation（ein Verhältniß）. Where relations are generally to be
separated from the subject that relates with other subject and to be fixed, they are only what
27 The pair of αισθητος＝perceptible, νοητος＝intelligible is succeeded to distinction and synthesis of The Transcen-
dental Aesthetic and The Transcendental Analysis in Critique of Pure Reason by Immanuel Kant and, the distinction
of use-value and value in Marx’s Capital .
28 MEGA, II/1.1,S.77. English translation citor.
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can be thought（nur gedacht werden können）.’ 29
The relation through that individual commodity is exchanged, is the third and only what can be
thought . Marx here follows Aristotle’s Difficulty Eight where he judges that something becomes the
object of thought that is beyond individual existence. Just as seen in Difficulty One, thought be-
comes God and recurs to the beginning. Therefore, there must be something possible to be God in
the beginning of the system both of Metaphysics and Das Kapital . On that possibility Marx defines
the value of commodity at the head of his Capital as only what can be thought . The value in poten-
tial manifests itself in real existences from value in the simple commodity to surplus -value, to accu-
mulated surplus value , and finally to the religious Trinity Formula of capitalist revenues of wage, in-
terest and land rent that are mysteriously concealed division of newly produced value by wage-
worker. Thus, critique of political economy and that of theology share the same problematic.
［Value as Imaginary Form］The value of commodity is never any sort of real existence immanent
within it, but it appears as if it would be within it ; it is some imaginary form that may also be said
‘ imaginary number ’ by Leonhard Euler’s terminology whom Marx knows well as demonstrated in
the Mathematical Manuscripts in 1860~1880. 30
When goods with some sort of use-value connects with another goods for modern private ex-
change, the goods becomes de facto commodity that has now two attributes of use-value and value.
The very action of owner of goods for private exchange abstracts negatively its use-value. Their ab-
straction is unconscious. Through the negative abstraction of use-value, the exchange relation itself
is positively abstracted as value. The attribute of value appears as if it exists originally within the
goods. The private exchange relation thus transforms into value. Value is something that can only be
thought , just like Aristotle’s nous. As value is the commodity exchange relation , so in that sense it is
form . Goods now becomes to have value on that it is commensurable（συμμετρια）. The commensur-
ability is symmetry where each goods with different sort of use-value mutually mirrors itself on the
opposite extreme of commodity exchange relation. The Greek term ‘symmetria（συμμετρια）’ is cited
from Aristotle’s The Nichomachean Ethics in Section Three of Chapter One of Book One of Das
Kapital . 31 Theory of value-form in Section Three settles both of the Difficulty Six on ‘Genus（γενυς）
and Element（στοιχειον）’ and Difficulty One on ‘Form（ηιδος）and Matter（υλη）’.
［4−4］‘Unity and Being ’（Difficulty Seven）and ‘Genus, Species and Specific Differ-
ence ’
In Difficulty Seven that inquires the principle of things, Aristotle presents the inquiry whether ‘be-
ing（το ον）’ or ‘unity（το εν）’ is ‘ principle or substance ’, or not, just as follows.
‘Both ‘being ’ and ‘unity ’ are the first principle and substance, since all things are wholly predi-
cated by them.’（998b19）However, simultaneously, ‘ it is impossible for either unity or being to
29 Ibid., S.78. English translation citor.
30 See the present author’s forthcoming article, ‘Marx and Euler’, in Annual Report of Social Science, No.52, March
2019, Senshu University Institute for the Study of Social Science.
31 Das Kpital , op.cit. S.74.
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be one genus of existing things. For there must be specific difference of each genus, and each
specific difference must be one.（998b23）
The last sentence above ‘each difference must be one ’ is very noteworthy and must be carefully
comprehended. Genus breaks into plural Species that furtherly divided into many specific differ-
ences, but they must be unified in something one. Many is to be synthesized in one unity, that is,
genus in higher dimension that holds many specific differences in synthesis. In the same way, Marx
demonstrates Aristotle’s relationship of ‘genus via species to specific difference ’, not as given but
developing form of thing in two-fold form of ‘use-value and value ’.
Aristotle’s question above is settled generally by synthesis of two relations of ‘A-B ’ and ‘B-C ’.
The theory of value-form follows the process from genus via species to specific differences that now
recurs to the beginning genus in higher dimension. Advancement from the first value-form to the
second follows the process from ‘genus to species ’, and the development from the second value-form
to the third traces the process from ‘ species to specific difference ’, that is ‘π rotation ’ of the last of
specific difference to the beginning of genus, just the same way of making ‘Moebius band ’. 32 Value-
form develops into the three-dimensional structure of ‘genus via species to specific difference ’. Value-
form organizes commodity world, repeating the three strata process in extremely many ways.
［Synthesis of ‘Set and Element ’ and ‘Use-value and Value ’ in Value-form］Commodity is
unity of use-value（U）and Value（V）.
As the first value-form as the simplest form is phenomenal form where the value（Vr）of a com-
modity（i）（the relative value-form）appears in use-value（Ue）in another kind of a commodity
（equivalent form）. Since the use-value（Ue）of the equivalent form is just a contingent being, that it
cannot become the general equivalent form or predicate. Therefore, use-value（Ue）of the equiva-
lent form is included as ‘element ’ into the value（Vr）of the relative value-form as ‘ set ’［E（Ue）∈S
（Vr）］. In this way, the double ‘ two-fold ’ things at the heading two sections of Das Kapital , ‘ set and
element ’ and ’use-value and value ’ are synthesized.
Set that includes many of the first form as elements is the second value-form. However, it is not
a simple summary of the first form, but the value（Vr）of the relative value-form appears as if it is
use-value itself in set of infinitely many equivalent-forms（ΣUe）. The value of the relative-form is in-
cluded into set of equivalent-form［E（Vr）∈S（ΣUe）］.
The third value-form is synthesized form of the second ［E（Vr）∈S（ΣUe）］and the first 
［E（Ue）∈S（Vr）］in the very order［E（Vr）∈S（Ue）・E（Ue）∈S（Vr）］. Here, the simple one
equivalent-form is ‘set and element ’［S（Ue）・E（Ue）］at once, just as stated in the first paragraph
of Das Kapital . Except the specific commodity of the general equivalent-form［W（Ue/Ve）］, each
value［Vr］of all other commodities is expressed by the use-value［Ue］and is equalized with value
32 Moebius band is easily made ; twist 180 degree（π）of one edge of the prepared paper tape, fixing the other, then
connect both edges with paste. The twisting is the same with inverse symmetry operation（Φ）and connecting both
edges is the same with rotational symmetry operation（Ψ）. Movement on the surface to right side comes back to
the starting point from left side of backwards : here progress is equal to retrogress. The movement is based on
Primitive Recursive Function（PRF）, or PRF takes form of movement on Moebius band.
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［Ve］of equivalent form, respectively.
Regrettably, Marx scholarship has been entirely indifferent to the basic relationship of ‘ set and
element ’ and ‘use-value and value ’, without questioning how the pair of ‘ set and element ’ and ‘use-
value and value ’ are unified, although Marx himself emphasizes their importance for the critical un-
derstanding of political economy at the head of Section Two of Chapter One of Book One in Capital.
［Value-form and Genus, Species and Specific Difference］All commodities as genus are gener-
ally presented by a specific commodity, ‘ equivalent-form’ as ‘genus form（Gattungsform）’. Simulta-
neously, commodity appears in the relative value-form as species（Art）. Both of the two kinds of
commodity presuppose and exclude each other. Thus, commodity is separated and united in two-
fold way. The inner difference within specific commodity appears as specific difference. Thus, the
three value-forms in Capital build architecture of ‘genus（γενυς）, species（ειδος）and specific differ-
ence（διαφορα）’ with concepts in Aristotle’s Metaphysics.
［4−5］‘Animal in itself ’（Difficulty Four）and ‘Incarnation of Commodity in General=
Money’
［Does Man in Himself Exist?］The three strata division of ‘genus, species and specific difference ’
relates with Difficulty Four where Aristotle presents questions as below.
‘Must we say that only sensible substances exist, or that others do so as well? …In what sense
do Platonists hold the Forms（ειδος）to be both causes and independent substances has been
stated in our original discussion on this subject? However, while Platonists involve difficulty in
many respects, not the least absurdity is the doctrine that there are certain entities apart from
those in the sensible universe, and that these are the same as sensible things except in that
the former are the eternal and the latter perishable. Platonists say nothing more or less than
that there are the Man in himself（ανθρωπον φασιν ειναι ; der Mensch an sich）, the Horse in it-
self and the Health in itself, in which they closely resemble those who state that there are
Gods, but of human form.’（997a34）
Aristotle enquires in Difficulty Four whether being is something sensible or more than that. Solv-
ing the Difficulty, Marx demonstrates that the relationship itself between something sensitively per-
ceptible existences transforms into only what can be thought that appears in individuality of money.
That is the demonstration of value-form. Marx’s metaphor ‘ the Animal in itself ’ that reads in the
demonstration of value-form in the 1867 First edition of Book One of Capital , clearly associates ‘ the
Horse in itself ’ in Aristotle’s Difficulty Four. Marx there points out as follows.
‘ In the value-form III, linen appears as genus -form（Gattungsform）of equivalent for other com-
modity. It is as if（als ob）there would exist（existierte）the Animal in itself（das Thier）or the
incarnation of the whole animal world, together with and outside of all other animals, for in-
stance, lion, tiger and rabbit and all other kinds of real animal in group of genus, species and
semi-species ’. 33
［Is There ‘Animal in itself ’ in Zoo?］Marx expresses that money or the general equivalent is
something particular like ‘The Animal in itself ’ that would exist along with all other kinds of real
animal. In commodity world what would never be able to exist does really exist . Money is that kind
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of riddle. Any zoological garden could not keep ‘The Animal in General ’, nor could we find it in the
African savanna.
However, capitalist economy can hold money as ‘ commodity in general（die Ware）’ as the repre-
sentative existence of commodity ; money is the commodity-representative existence. The case that
corresponds to such extraordinary existence is religious similitude or something analogous to God.
Like people who worship God, people eagerly wish for more money. Thus, Marx sees through the
problematic of homology between money and God in Aristotle’s Metaphysics. 34 Money as commod-
ity in general is the unconscious existence that generates from value-form ; that is an imaginary but
existent being. Money or the general equivalent-form is imaginary being but exists ; that is Marx’s
solution of Aristotle’s Difficulty Four.
［Money as Set-theory Based Imaginary Substance］Generally, set of elements that have com-
mon attribute has the same nature. Set of elements that have abstract concept also the same ; for
instance, set of elements of even natural number 2, 4, 6, 8 and so on has the same attribute. How-
ever, set that has real elements exists only as abstract concept, but does not actually exist. For in-
stance, Metal like as gold, silver, copper, tin, lead and so on concretely actually exists as ‘ species ’
but does not exist as concept or ‘genus ’ or ‘metal in general ’.
While human beings really exist, but concept ‘human being in general ’ does not really exist.
However, curiously in the modern capitalism, ‘ commodity in general ’ as set concept of various
kinds of commodity as element exists as money. Is such difference between human beings and
commodity not strange? However, in Christianism it is matter of course that the incarnation of ‘hu-
man being in general ’ exists 35 as Jesus Christ in painting, sculpture or icon. In the 1844 cometary
on James Mill, Marx points out the isomorphism between Christ and money, contrasting pair of
trinity of ‘God – Christ – human being in general ’ and ‘private property – money – society ’. Here,
both of Christ and money are relational medium. However in Das Kapital , both money and Christ
are the ‘ imaginary but real ’ existence as development of ‘ the set-theory contradiction ’. 36
［Theory of Reification（Versachlichung）roots in Aristotle’s Difficulty Four］Marx scholarship
must self-critically reflect that their study of reification（Versachlichung）has been indifferent to
Aristotle’s Difficulty Four and has not recognized the fact that the theory of reification has its own
origin in that Difficulty. Just as one of the classical sources for Adam Smith is Aristotle’s De An-
ima , 37 so Marx has his own classical sources in Aristotle’s Metaphysics. The research scope of
33 Das Kapital , Erster Aufgabe, Hamburg 1867, S.27. Marx’s style of sentence ‘ als ob …existierte ’ belongs to Con-
junktiv II that expresses imaginary being. The sentence signifies development of commodity as self-contradiction of
‘ set and element ’ or ‘ asymmetrical symmetry ’, to some imaginary but real being.
34 Marx’s problematic of homology between money and God starts from his 1841 doctoral dissertation where he al-
ready sets problematic that truth can be discovered only through unveiling falsehood just the same way that the Co-
pernican system generates from critical study of the Ptolematic theory, although people live their life in the
Ptolematic viewpoint of sun-rise from the east and sunset in the west. Truth and falsehood coexist in actual life.
35 Here the prefix ‘ ex ’ means exiles from the East of Eden, theologically.
36 The author of the present article does not hesitate to estimate positively what David Hume calls ‘ public utility ’
brought by Christian social activity.
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Marx scholarship has been modernist-biased. They must return to the classical origin itself.
［4−6］Priority and Posteriority in Difficulty Seven and Primitive Recursive Function
Now, how do both commodity and money relate with each other? Next question that Aristotle raises
in Difficulty Seven, concerns on logical base with relationship between commodity and money.
‘ In the case of things which admit of priority（προτερον）and posteriority（υστερον）, what gen-
erally predicates the things cannot exist apart from them.’（999a10）
Aristotle thinks that nothing intervenes in such a world that organizes itself with priority and pos-
teriority ; rather priority and posteriority organize their own mutually mediating relationship.
Just as stated at the head of Das Kapital , group（set）of commodity is the starting point, so that
commodity is ‘priority ’ ; then, money that rises from commodity group is ‘posteriority ’. The conse-
quence shows the order ‘ from commodity to money ’ through selling of commodity（a）. However,
money is not finale ; it then turns itself into commodity（b）through buying commodity（b）. The
order is ‘ from money to commodity ’. Generally, not only ‘priority ’ becomes ‘posteriority ’, but also
‘posteriority ’ returns to ‘priority ’. That is a recurring chain of ‘ commodity（a）to money ’ and
‘money to commodity（b）’. However, once money becomes independent from commodity through
commodity-exchange, rises new form of ‘money via commodity to money ’. Moreover, the two forms
of ‘ commodity via money to commodity ’ and ‘money via commodity to money ’ mutually mediate
with each other as follows.
［4］ money → commodity（c）→ money
［3］ commodity（b）→
［Sr］
money → commodity（c）
［Si］
［2］ money → commodity（b）→ money
［1］ commodity（a）→ money → commodity（b）
Focusing on［2］and［3］above finds that both buying of commodity［b］with money in［2］and
selling of commodity［b］and receiving money in［3］, mutually mediate with each other, so that
one trade of commodity is established.
［Translational Symmetry Operation］Now, order of commodity and money has become inverse,
that is, ‘ commodity（b）→ money ’ of selling and ‘money → commodity（b）’ of buying. Generally,
order of ‘priority［A to B］’ and that of ‘posteriority［B to A］’ is inverse forming chain［A→B・B→
A］. The exchange of the same two elements［A and B］into the contrary order is caused by ‘ in-
verse symmetry operation（Φ）’. Money on［3］or result of the selling ‘commodity（b）→money ’ now
engages in buying of another commodity（c）. The turn from selling to buying are based on axis of
money in center. The movement is caused by ‘ rotational symmetry operation（Ψ）’. Successive two
37 See Hiroshi Uchida, ‘ The Editorial Principle of The Wealth of Nations and Essays on Philosophical Subjects ’（in
Japanese）, Senshu Economic Bulletin , Serial No.126, March 2017.
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kinds of symmetry operation bring ‘ translational symmetry operation（T）’. That is, Φ×Ψ＝T.
It is noteworthy that the two symmetry operations bring the same preposition of the starting in-
verse symmetry operation , that is, pair of ‘ purchasing and selling ’. As already shown, priority（A→B）
and posteriority（B→A）relate with each other（A→B・B→A）where B is the axis of rotational
symmetry operation that brings the preposition of inverse symmetry operation . The result is preposi-
tion for next trade to start. The two symmetry operations draw circular movement where the ad-
vancement arrives at the starting point from its backwards, or where progress is equal to retrogress
simultaneously ; each point has two-fold nature of beginning＝limiting point, like the same way
where marginal function transforms into next integral function. 38
The consequence implies an important suggestion ; that is, the two symmetry operations repro-
duce themselves contentiously, or everlastingly if nothing happens to break the reproduction, for in-
stance, shortage of money. Commodity trade is potentially limitless operation, so that it tends to
create the worldwide market. That is the reason why Marx can and must discuss ‘The World Mar-
ket ’ much earlier than ordinary supposition in Chapter Three of Book One on Money.
［Motif to Transform into Different Commodity］Then, why does such a movement rise that
shapes self-recurring circulation? The reason exists in that commodity-exchange is trade between
different kinds of commodity ; their use-values have incommensurable nature, therefore in order to
obtain some commensurable measure, they must be abstracted negatively up to the infinite point
（P∞）where all differences disappear, to be abstracted positively to be value that is very commen-
surable.
［Self-contradiction motivates itself to transform］When Das Kapital states in Section Two of
Chapter One, ‘what characterizes the commodity exchange is the very［negative］abstraction of use
-value of commodities ’ 39, it also implies that ‘positive abstraction of value ’ proceeds simultaneously
on opposite side. In this way, goods that is put in private exchange becomes commodity with two-
fold attributes of use-value and value. Commodity is thus incommensurable（ασυμμετρος［983a16］）
in use-value and commensurable（συμμετρος［1012a33］）in value, or self-contradictory being with ‘ a-
symmetrical symmetry ’. In other words, commodity is self-contradictory as ‘unequal equality ’.
Equality in value both in quality and quantity motivates and realizes exchange between commodi-
ties that are unequal in use-value. Unequal commodity in use-value finds its own way out of diffi-
culty for social self-realization in equality. Commodity world is full of motivation for its own
exchange-trade.
Value of commodity mediates mutually-excluding natures of different use-values, or money that
raises from the relationship of commodity exchange gives unequal commodities way to pass
38 Marx intensively studies mathematics in 1860s, 1870s and 1880s, writing manuscripts over one thousand pages
where he compares the history of the modern mathematics and that of the modern German history of Idealism
since Immanuel Kant. Noteworthily, Marx writes that German philosophers Fichte, Schelling and Hegel study phi-
losophy just within Kantian foundation of the German Idealism in general. Therefore, Marx’s critique of political
economy philosophically means his critique of Kantian critical philosophy. The centrally problematic philosopher
for Marx is not Hegel but Kant. Then, how about ‘ Kantian philosophy of right ’?
39 Das Kapital , op. cit. S.51-52.
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through the wall of difference in use-value. The commensurability of value or money that mediates
difficulty（aporia）between different kinds of use-value provides commodity-exchangeability. Trans-
lational symmetry operation represents the possibility.
［5］Marx’s Capital in Primitive Recursive Function
［5−1］Commodity as ‘Set and Element ’
As already seen, the beginning paragraph of Capital declares that capitalist wealth appears as a
huge set of commodity and each commodity appears as its own elemental form. Thus, ‘ set and ele-
ment ’ founds logical principle that organizes capitalist mode of production.
Then, what is ‘ set and element ’? Next simple example opens way to understand them. ‘Even
natural numbers ’ between ‘one to ten ’ are ‘ two, four, six, eight and ten ’. The set includes five ele-
ments of ‘ two, four, six, eight and ten ’. That simply writes as［E（x）∈S|x＝2,4,6,8,10］.
Commodity in Capital is dual existence that is ‘both set and element ’. Commodity as element is
included in commodity as set（E∈S）. Simultaneously, ‘ commodity as set ’ that includes ‘ commodity
as element ’ transforms into ‘ commodity as element ’（S・E∈S）. That successively relays as below.
（1） E∈S1・E∈S2・E∈S3・・・
In such context, ‘ set・element ’ is simplified into ‘ set ’ itself.
（2） S1∈S2∈S3…
That lasts everlastingly. Set becomes structurally ‘ set in multi-strata ’.
Then, presupposing there exists ‘ set without element（R）’, next two kinds of set could be : set
that includes ‘ set without element ’（R∈R）and set that does not include ‘ set without element ’
（R㾫R）. This is contradictory. Around the ending years of the nineteenth century, Bertrand Russell
（1872-1970）is engaging in the epoch-making program proposed by David Hirbert（1862-1943）that
mathematicians have to establish the general foundation on that all formalized mathematical sys-
tems are proved to be true.
［Barber’s Paradox］However, Russell finds self-contradictory relation of ‘ set and element ’ that is
documented in his letter to Friedrich Frege（1848-1925）, giving a paradoxical example that a bar-
ber in a village shaves all men there who do not shave ; then a question rises whether the bar-
ber shaves himself or not.
On one side, even if he wants to shave himself, he must not, because he shaves men in the vil-
lage who does not . On the other, if he does not want to shave himself, but he must, because he is
one of all men in the village whom he shaves. Set of all men in the village as elements includes the
barber as element, because he is one of men in the village, and simultaneously, set of all men ex-
cludes the barber as element, because he does not shave man who does shave. The Russell’s exam-
ple holds self-contradiction of inclusion and exclusion.
Russell judges that self-contradictory proposition of ‘ set and element ’ must be negated and ex-
cluded from mathematics. Russell tries to settle the contradiction by introducing new concept of
‘ class ’. Each distinct element must belong to only one class, respectively, rejecting such contradic-
tory concept of set as ‘empty set（φ）’. 40
However in Capital , almost of goods is presupposed that they turn into commodity that has two
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attribute of ‘ set and element ’, that is, ‘ commodity as set ’ and ‘commodity as element ’, simultane-
ously, and set that includes element transforms into element that writes（element（set（ele-
ment）））. Therefore, commodity is doubly defined as below.
［1］‘ commodity as element ’,
［2］‘ commodity as set ’ that includes［1］‘ commodity as element ’’.
Commodity exists as element with special quality, and at the same time it is set as generality that
includes special elements. It is the main theme of Marx’s Capital to demonstrate how such ‘set-
element ’ contradiction organizes itself as capitalist mode of production. As already seen, equality in
value of commodity motivates to exchange itself with another commodity with unequal use -value.
Commodity as synthesis of a -symmetry in use-value and symmetry in value, or ‘unequal equality ’
drives itself to transform into another use-value, maintaining equality in value and increasing itself in
value, if possible.
［5−2］Primitive Recursive Function（PRF）as the Editorial Principle of Capital
［Set and Element Develops PRF］Unity of ‘ set and element ’ retrogresses［┗←┛］in order to
progress［┏→┓］. The movement shapes as below.
［progress］
┏━━→━━→┓
E∈S・E∈S・E∈S・E
┗←━←━━━┛
［retrogress］
Primitive Recursive Function（PRF）consists of ‘ the successor function ’, ‘ the zero function ’ and
‘ the identity function ’. 41 An appropriate example is given as below. 42 When f（0）＝1, f（1）＝1, f
（x＋2）＝f（x＋1）＋f（x）, f（2）＝f（1）＋f（0）＝1＋1＝2, f（3）＝f（2）＋f（1）＝2＋1＝3, f（4）＝f（3）＋f（2）
＝3＋1＝4 ; so summarized as below.
┏→［progress］→┓┏→［progress］→┓┏→［progress］→┓┏
f（0） f（1） f（2） f（3） f（4） f（5）
＝ 1 → ＝ 1 → ＝ 1 ＋ 1 ＝ 2 → ＝ 2 ＋ 1 ＝ 3 → ＝ 3 ＋ 1 ＝ 4 → ＝ 4 ＋ 1
┗←［retrogress］┛┗←［retrogress］┛┗←［retrogress］┛┗
PRF is a moving function that returns to the starting point from the backwards, or a function that
runs circularly. The movement is confirmed by ‘Moebius Band ’ on that progress results in retro-
gress（coming back）to the starting point from its backwards, just logically the same as already
40 As to Russell’s paradox, see Toshihiko Miura, Russell’s Paradox（in Japanese）, Iwanami Paperbacks, 2005 ; Gaishi
Takeuchi, What is Set？（in Japanese）, Kodansha, 2001.
41 Even if any number is given, each of next three functions works as follows ; ‘ the successor function ’ brings the
successive number of a given number, for instance, s（0）＝1, s（1）＝2 ; ‘ the zero function ’ brings 0, for instance, z
（0）＝0, z（1）＝ 0 ; ‘ the identity function ’ brings the same number, for instance, i（0）＝ 0, i（1）＝1.
42 See David Berlinski, The Advent of the Algorithm , Harcourt, 2001, p.128f.
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seen in commodity-exchange or in selling-purchasing combination that develops through inverse
symmetry operation and rotational symmetry operation ’, reproducing the same starting preposition.
The duality of commodity as ‘ set and element ’ develops in such recursion.
The editorial principle of Marx’s Capital is the recursive characteristic of ‘ set and element ’. The
principle theoretically founds so-called reproduction in Part Seven of Book One, or Part Three of
Book Two. The theory of reproduction never presents on stage, suddenly on each of the position
without any theoretical preposition ; the basic preposition is given firstly by theory of value-form in
Section Three of Chapter One of Book One.
［Use-value and Value］The recursive nature of ‘ set and element ’（E∈S・E∈S・・・）of commodity
comes from characteristic of synthesis of ‘use-value and value ’. As already clarified in［4−5］, the
understanding of the two-fold character of living labor of ‘ concrete useful labor ’ and ‘abstract hu-
man labor ’ is the spring point for understanding of political economy. Use-value of a commodity is
distinctively unequal or incommensurable as different quality, while its value is equalizing or com-
mensurable as the same quality. The double nature drives to exchange itself with another commod-
ity with different use-value. Private goods becomes commodity of ‘ a-symmetrical symmetry ’ in ex-
change. It is self-contradictory in such way that value expresses itself with the use-value of the ex-
treme commodity in exchange. In short, here value is equal to use-value（V＝U in value-form I）and
vice versa（U＝V in value-form II）, and moreover, both are in synthesis of（U＝V, V＝U in value-
form III）.
［5−3］Primitive Recursive Function（PRF）Hidden in Value-form
［Value-form as Negative Self-reference］Value-form appears as PRF when it is considered in its
essence. In PRF, progress runs retrogressively for its own starting point from backwards. The
movement negates its own progress by retrogress. The present movement refers negatively to its
own past. Therefore, PRF is ‘ a negative self- reference ’. The same characteristic founds the first
value-form that generally grounds commodity exchange, because it has the same structure of PRF
as below.
The first value-form is relation in that commodity（a）expresses its own value through the oppo-
site attribute of use-value of another commodity（b）as below.
commodity（a） ＝ commodity（b）
Use-value □ ≠ △
↓ ↑
Value ■→ ＝→■
Here both of use-value of commodity（a）and that of commodity（b）are unequal in quality. In
that sense, both commodities are mutually negative（□≠△） and non-commensurable（a-
symmetrical）. However, as value they are equal both in quality and quantity and commensurable
（symmetrical）. The first value-form is negative self-reference, because commodity（a）expresses its
own value through different kind of use-value of another commodity（b）, through the same value as
substance（□→■＝■→△）. Thus mutually negative relation in use-value between commodity（a）
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and commodity（b）（□≠△）is superseded by way of equation of value（■＝■）. Therefore, value-
expression is ‘negative self-reference ’. Thus, value-form is the origin of PRF that thoroughly organ-
izes Capital . 43 These negative self-reference organizes paradox, because it hides PRF in itself just
as below.
［5−4］Negative Self-eference and Paradox
The following self-negative sentence（so called the Epimetheus sentence）is homologous to value-
form. Why? The proof is step by step demonstrated below. The sentence is like this.
‘The present sentence is false.’
Definitely important point is that action of someone who judges whether the sentence is true or
false belongs ontologically to the same dimension of the sentence, and he/she narrates about it as
his/her own action ; the judgement is therefore ‘ self-reference ’.
［1］If the reader of the sentence judges that it states truth , then the sentence is false, because
it states truth just in the same sense as ‘ the present sentence is false ’［Truth → Falsehood］.
［2］If the reader of the sentence judges that it states false, then the sentence is true, ‘because
it states truth just in the same sense as ‘ the present sentence is false ’［Falsehood → Truth］.
The tow judgements organize a paradox below.
［Judgement］［Conclusion］
‘The present sentence is false.’ True False
‘The present sentence is false’ False True
Notably, the same reason of ‘because it states truth just in the same sense as ‘ the present
sentence is false ’ brings the contrary conclusions of falsehood or truth. Negative self-reference
like of the sentence implies paradox. Value-form that has the same logic of negative self-reference
holds paradox.
［Mutually-deceiving Commodity Relation］Then, without the paradoxical implication, is it possi-
ble to say that exchange-value, that is, exchange-rate of different use-values is equal? The proposi-
tion of commodity-exchange is notably that what is unequal in different use-value is equal in
value, or proposition that value is equal to use -value. It is necessary to understand value-form is one
kind of ‘negative self-reference ’ that transforms value to use-value in phenomenological form, in or-
der to state that value is equal to use-value.
Value-form is ‘negative self-reference ’ in the sense that it expresses value（■）is equal in quality
and quantity with in use-value（□）that is different（negative）from its own（△）; thus value（■）
43 Chapter Six titled ‘ The component parts of price of commodity ’ of Book One of The Wealth of nations suggests
Marx the problematic of value-form, that is, double definition of price as set and its elements of wage, profit and
rent. The three elements are given in term of price, so that the price has 2-rank structure. Moreover, wage price,
for instance, consists of the three elemental prices of itself, profit and rent. Any price has these mutually ‘ negative
self-reference ’, returning negatively to itself. Thus Marx de facto abstracts PRF in Capital through analysis of
Smith’s double definition of price. After 64 years after the publication of the 1867 first edition of Capital , Kurt Gödel
introduced PRF by redefinition of Peano’s Axioms in his paper ‘ Incomplete Theorem I & II’ in 1931.
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is equal to use- value（△）. That is typically the same with ‘a liar’s paradox ’ hidden in ‘ the Epi-
metheus sentence ’ as ‘negative self-reference ’. Therefore, The Grundrisse states that commodity-
exchange is ‘mutual deception ; die wechselseitige Prellerei ’. 44 Infinitely repeating commodity-
exchange in capitalism is operated being based on preposition as if unconscious abstracted value
would exist originally within commodity. The basic category here is ‘ value ’.
［Transformation of Paradox into PRF］However, it must be notified that the liar’s paradox is
never a logical failure. It rather composes Primitive Recursive Function in such a way that ‘［1］
Truth → Falsehood ’ and ‘［2］Falsehood → Truth ’ are recursively connected into ‘［3］Truth →
Falsehood・Falsehood → Truth ’.［3］has the same type of logical connection with value-form［□→
■＝■→△］. That is the reason why Marx names commodity-exchange ‘mutual deception ’.
‘A liar’s paradox ’ and ‘value-form’ share the same type of logic as shown below.
《a liar’s paradox》 《value-form（the first form）》
┏━［progress］━→┓ ┏━［progress］━→┓
［T］――――――→［F］ ［□］――――――→［■］
［T］←――――――［F］ ［△］←――――――［■］
┗←［retrogress］━┛ ┗←［retrogress］━┛
Marx de facto transforms the paradox hidden in value-form into Primitive Recursive Function
（PRF）where truth transforms into falsehood, and vice versa. 45 Furtherly, value-form does not stay
only in the first form （U∈V）, but moves to the second inversing contrary form （V∈U）and to
the third of the further contrary order from （V∈U : U∈V）; here use-value or U corre-
sponds to Truth（T）, and value to Falsehood（F）, now the three forms are rewritten as below shap-
ing ‘ recursion ’ ;
（F∈T）, （T∈F）, ［（T∈F）:（F∈T）］
Furthermore, the three value-forms relay themselves in the following two-fold succession ; the
first value-form corresponds to itself, the second to commodity fetishism in Section Four and the
third to exchange-process in Chapter Two, respectively.
These recursive development is in a sense synthesis of what Aristotle calls priority（P）and poste-
riority（H）, that is（P⇌H）. PRF is hidden in Aristotle’s Difficulty One, Six and Seven, and their so-
lutions has been buried within the theory of value-form of Marx’s Capital . It is very noteworthy that
Kurt Gödel gives the clear mathematical definition of PRF in his 1931 article on ‘The Incomplete
Theorem I and II ’, after 64 years after the 1867 publication of the first edition of Book One of Capi-
tal .
［Use-value of Labor-commodity］The problematic structure of Capital that gives rise PRF within
it and organizes itself is the following ; the relation of commodity-exchange itself becomes inde-
pendent being what can only be thought and becomes the attribute of the two extremes of the rela-
44 See MEGA,II/1.2,S.344.
45 See Hiroshi Uchida, Marx’s Capital in Symmetry,（in Japanese）Shakaihyoronsha, 2015, especially ‘ Final Chapter
Symmetrical Paradox in Capital ’’.
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tion, 46 then both now have two-fold attribute of ‘naturally concrete ’ and ‘ socially abstract ’ ; as in
case of commodity, they are use-value and value.
Use-value and value do not remain in parallel relationship. Especially in the case of commodity-
labor, its attribute of use-value is decisive, because consumption of use-value of commodity-labor
brings not only newly produced use-value, but newly produced value in equal quantity or more.
Furtherly, they intermediate with each other ; value is newly produced through productive con-
sumption of use-value of labor-power. The value now exists within use-value of newly produced
commodity. In Aristotelian terminology, social matter（υλη, use-value）transforms into social form
（ειδος, value）.
In such sense above, Smith sharply implies in ‘Chapter Four on Money ’ of Book One in The
Wealth of Nations that value is equal to value in use, because he de facto demonstrates the next.
VALUE（capital letter, sic.）
＝ value in use and value in exchange
＝ value in use and exchange rate of value in use
＝ value in use
Marx’s theory of value-form（or value in exchange）solves the Smith’s equation above, theoreti-
cally in phenomenological form how value of commodity appears in use-value of another commod-
ity in exchange relation.
［Recursive Relationship between Value and Use-value］Equation of ‘ value is equal to use-value
（productive labor）’ transforms into that of ‘use-value（productive labor）is equal to value（variable
capital plus surplus value）’. Thus value transforms into use-value and the use-value contrarily to
value. Now equation of ‘value → use-value・use-value → value’ that is the same in recursion
with ‘ truth and falsehood ’ relationship in ‘ a liar’s paradox ’. Such particular logic runs through Capi-
tal in chain.
［Recursive Function that Runs through Capital］Generalizing above, value transforms into use-
value and use-value into value, that is, ‘ value → use-value・use-value →value ’. That is also recur-
sive. Both of value and use-value organizes themselves through eternally self-mediating in multi-
strata thoroughly from the simple commodity at the beginning to the last of Trinity Formula.
┏━［progress］→ ┓
Value → Use-value
Value ← Use-value
┗←［retrogress］━┛
As already seen, the third value-form is the recursively contrary ordering form from the second
46 The same logic exists in Hegel’s Philosophy of Right . See Section 302. Here it reads, ‘ A definite moment, that
stands on opposite position and has one extreme, is such moment to be superseded and organized , and simultane-
ously it is medium .’（citer’s translation）One of two extremes of some relation becomes dependent from the relation
itself and becomes medium between them. In the same way, one of commodities in exchange relation becomes in-
dependent as money that represents the commodity relation itself, and it mediates the commodity exchange from
one commodity to money（selling）and from money to another commodity（buying）.
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value-form to the first, as shown below.
┏━［progress］→ ┓
（the first → the second）
（the first ← the second）［the third］
┗←［retrogress］━┛
［Recursion of Surplus-value Production］The recursion also repeats itself through surplus-value
production. Book One of Capital in the theory of surplus-value proceeds from the production of ab-
solute surplus -value to relative surplus -value, and furtherly, because of demand of extending more
surplus labor time that machinery（fixed constant capital）production motivates, production of rela-
tive surplus -value［RSV］overlaps itself with that of absolute surplus -value［ASV］.
┏━［progress］→ ┓
［ASV］→→→→［RSV］
［ASV］←←←←［RSV］
┗←［retrogress］━┛
［Recursion throughout Reproduction=Capital-accumulation］Therefore, it is vital ignorance to
think that the logic of self-reproduction appears here on stage suddenly for the first time. As the
present paper has already proved in the consideration of Aristotle’s Difficulty One on Matter and
Form（see the Figure at page 12）, its solution presents ‘Primitive Recursive Function ’（PRF）, so
Aristotelian Marx succeeds PRF through transforming it into economic concepts in critical forms as
presented above, to Value -form as the starting principle , and to surplus-value production and further-
more, the function runs through reproduction and accumulation of surplus-value as capital.
Reproduction of use-value and that of surplus-value never organizes separated parallel relationship
in the theory of reproduction or capital-accumulation in Book One of Capital, where living labor as
‘ concrete useful labor ’ produces new use-value and simultaneously, through reproduction of new
use-value, it transfers old value of means of production as constant capital（C）, and at the same
time, it reproduces variable capital（V）and newly produces surplus-value（C）. Thus, new product is
new use-value on one side and is composition of value of（C＋V＋M）on the other. Here recursive
relation appears between ‘old and new ’ and ‘use-value and value’, as in order of ‘old use-value →
old value of C and new value of［V＋M］→ new use-value’
［Use-value and Value are not Parallel in Reproduction=Capital-accumulation］In Capital ,
both value and use-value are never in parallel relation, but they intermediate with each other. In
Book One where value is subject and use-value takes role of medium for transformation of value.
Therefore, reproduction or accumulation of surplus -value there, is prior to that of use-value. While
‘ value-form’ in theory par excellence of Section Three of Chapter One expresses itself in higher di-
mension of reproduction of surplus-value, ‘ exchange-process ’ in practice in Chapter Two finds its
own development in reproduction both of surplus-value and use-value. Even in the two theories of
reproduction, value and surplus-value are in themselves never any real existence as object of human
sense, but imaginary being that appears in real existence, or only what can be thought , just the same
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as what Platonists call ‘The Human being in itself ’ or ‘The Horse in itself ’ as shown in Aristotle’s
Difficulty Four.
［Recursion of Capital-accumulation］The simple reproduction of Chapter Twenty-One is the case
where all surplus-value is consumed in capitalist individual life（all surplus-value consumed［ASC］）,
while expanded reproduction of Section One of Chapter Twenty-one is another case where all
surplus-value is accumulated as capital（all surplus-value accumulated［ASA］）.
The real case in actuality is demonstrated in Section Three of Chapter Twenty-two where surplus-
value is divided into two parts of consumption fund and accumulation fund（partial surplus –value
consumed［PSC］and partial surplus-value accumulated［PSA］）. The theory of accumulation in
Book One takes such recursive steps as shown below.
┏━━［progress］━━→┓
ASC →→→→→→→→ASA
PSC ←←←←←←←←PSA
┗←━［retrogress］━━┛
Demonstrated as above, Book One of Capital is systematically recursive that stars from value-
form as the principal essence, to production of surplus-value, to reproduction＝capital-accumulation,
being guided by recursively transforming principle of ‘ value→use-value→value ’.
［Various Expressions of the Editorial Principle of Capital］The characteristic with that Capi-
tal organizes itself is found in the followings, respectively.
［1］Synthetic judgement that may give rise semblance（Schein）
［2］Infinite chain of question and answer
［3］Commodity as ‘ set and element ’
［4］Commodity as ‘use-value and value ’
［5］Value-form
［6］A liar’s paradox
［7］Primitive Recursive Function
［8］Moebius Band
［9］Inverse symmetry operation ×rotational symmetry operation ＝ translational operation
［10］Superseding of Kantian antinomy of ‘beginning and limit ’, ‘whole part ’, ‘ freedom and
natural necessity ’ and ‘ theism and atheism’.
［11］Symmetry invariable for transformation of its constituent elements（Copernicus ; see next
page）
In the context of Capital , they are various expressions of social connection of privately separated
labor. Some of the traditional Marx scholarship have treated the relation of ‘ connection（συνθησις）
of separation（χωρεσμος）’ as concepts of ‘ alienation（Entfremdung）’ and ‘ reification（Versachli-
chung）’ in separation and no more than them.
Moreover, it is very noteworthy that the organizing principle of Marx’s Capital shares something
common with those examples. Capital exists in the universal topos where many other cases belong.
In that sense, Capital is never dogmatic ; contrarily it presents cosmological universality in critical
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economic terms.
In such context, the vitally important is that pair of the two concepts（or duality in Kantian term）
implies that it organizes something more than what has been discussed in Marx scholarship up to
now, that is, ‘ the structure of the universe and the true symmetry of its parts ’（Copernicus, Preface to
On the Rotation of Heavenly Bodies）; the system maintains itself through interchanges of inner fac-
tors, or the chain of transformation unconsciously reproduces itself as constant system through re-
cursive movement, just like the solar system where the earth counterclockwise revolves both on its
own axis and around the sun ; the double movements of the earth maintain its own orbit constant.
Such system is given rise when things with different quality connect with each other in such rela-
tionship（including the case of movement caused by gravity-relationship between plural heavenly
bodies）that creates some medium with that they organize themselves as a self-reproducing system.
Marx has already discovered why and how such system begins to work in his 1839 preparatory
seven notes on the Epicurean philosophy for the 1841 doctoral dissertation. In that sense Marx’s
1867 Capital has basically been established in 1839, twenty-eight years earlier.
［The Modern Scientific Revolution Motivates Marx’s Doctoral Dissertation］Human sense
may be trapped in falsehood. Marx skeptically argues in the notes that truth is not given in bare
form, but it must rather be discovered through critical analysis of falsehood , thinking of the typical
example of that the heliocentric theory is discovered through critique of the seemingly true geocen-
tric system. In the 1839 seven notes, Marx names the natural philosopher Giordano Bruno（1548-
1600）who is burned in Rome 1600 because he argues that the geocentric theory of Catholic is
wrong ; Marx gives a comically changed anecdote of Columbus ’ egg ; trying to recover their own
lost face, people rush to do something great like the discovery of the new continent, just by copying
Columbus ’ own ‘solution ’ of standing edge crashed boiled egg. 47 Thus, the modern scientific revo-
lution of astronomy and the geographical discovery motivates Marx to set the problematic of his
doctoral dissertation.
However, even after truth is discovered through critique of falsehood, it is still alive, like our em-
pirical daily life is lived, for instance, in the geocentric way as the sun rises from the east and sets
in the west. So the recursive formula of ‘ falsehood →truth・truth → falsehood ’ is there vitally ac-
tive. Entirely indifferent to such upside-down relationship of truth and falsehood, the contemporary
still-existing vulgar materialists of ‘ reflection theory ’ confidently believe in groundless theory that
everything outside of human brain reflects on it as if mirror reflects things outside, however, al-
though mirror reflects things outside in translational symmetry or on ‘Moebius band ’.
Marx’s materialism is entirely different ; his materialism is Aristotelian, thinking that matter
（υλη）is basic to form（ειδος）, giving example that nature itself is material for human being as form,
because human being is born from nature itself, and human physical body is material base for men-
47 See MEGA, IV/1, S.630（Columbus）, 672（Bruno）. These pages clearly justify the present author’s reading Capi-
tal from viewpoint of the modern scientific revolution, especially of the astronomical one. At the same time, it is
very much noteworthy that Marx uses phrase ‘ negative Beziehung auf sich ’（negative self-relationship）in his
1839 seven notes of ‘ Philosophy of Epicuros ’（MEGA, IV/1, S.663）that later bases Marx’s theory of value-form.
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tal mind, because the latter develops from the former. Wage-worker is material for capitalist be-
cause the former’s labor is origin of the latter’s profit. Marx’s materialism is onto-epistemological ;
human cognitive capability is born from development of physical basis ; when he/she is physically
exhausted, it is hard to think.
［5−5］System of Capital as Primitive Recursive Function
Book One of Capital is organized through PRF. Value-form is the original form of the function that
works throughout Capital . Multi-strata development step by step defines the concepts or meanings
of Book One, as shown in ‘Table Capital in Symmetry in 2 ranks ’ as below. 48 In the first form, both
use-value（U）and value（V）of commodity are included as element（E）and includes as set（S）, re-
spectively. The three value-forms are written in two pairs of term of ‘use-value and value ’ and ’set
and element ’ as below ; both pairs are basically vital for understanding of Marx’s critique of politi-
cal economy.
The first form : E（Ue）∈S（Vr）: value（Vr）as set（S）includes use-value（Ue）as element（E）,
written as V（U）.
The second form : E（Vr）∈S（Ue）: use-value as set includes value as element, written as 
U（V）
The third form :［E（Vr）∈S（Ue）・E（Ue）∈S（Ve）49］: the second form is included into the first,
however, in such way as use-value of the equivalent-form is included as element into its own value
as set, so written as ［U（V）:V（U）］. The third is synthesis of the second and the first in or-
der from  to . Value-form organizes the system of Capital , raising to higher power just shown
below.
Table ‘Capital in symmetry in 2 ranks ’
    	 

     
     
     
The order proceeds like this : it starts from the order on left side of  in vertical →→.
Next order proceeds from the order on center of  in vertical →→, that proceeds to the or-
der on right side of  in vertical is →→. The following orders are the same in proceeding
principle. At last the order arrives at the final order on right side in vertical as →→ that is to
return to the starting order of I →→. Thus, the system is recursive par excellence where the
three value-forms are arranged in the same ordering both in ‘vertical（simultaneous order ; Nebene-
inander）in space-order and horizontal（succeeding order ; Nacheinander）in time-order ’. 50
View point of  is redefined by that of  and . The same kind of redefinition is carried to 
48 The present author’s book, Marx’s Capital in Symmetry published in 2015 has scrutinized textual implication of
Book One.
49 V here is value of equivalent-form, that is signed as Ve.
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and . Through all symmetry operations in 2 ranks from the starting  to the closing 
, all ‘meanings ’ or ‘ concepts ’ of critique of political economy are given birth of their own. 51
Because the remained manuscript of ‘Results of the immediate process of production ’ of Book
One ‘The Process of Production of Capital ’ in The 1863-65 Manuscripts contains in ‘Section Three
Commodity as product of capital ’, definitions of transition to Book Two and Book Three, the last
symmetry operation［（ΦΨ）12］Φ3Φ3］above is justified theoretically to be included in the last part of
Book One.
For reference, the order of symmetry operation in so-called ‘The first Manuscript of Book Two ’
in The 1863-65 Manuscripts proceeds as follows : →→→	→

→. If the last operation would have been in order of , the operation might
be perfectly recursive. 52
Symmetry operation in so-called ‘The Main Manuscript for Book Three ’ is as follows : 
→→→	→
→→. Notably, 
 and 
are correct in ordering of symmetry operation in 2 ranks. The last one  summarizes Capital
within Trinity Formula from viewpoint of alienation（Entfremdung）’. 53
［Capitalism as Geocentric System］As shown in the six group of ,, at page 32, the edito-
rial system of Capital has double movement of ‘horizontal and vertical ’ that suggests Marx’s cri-
tique that capitalism is a sort of geocentric system. The solar-system is expected to consist of dou-
ble movements on each of ‘main body on elliptical orbit ’ and ‘ sub-body on epicycle ’（idea by Apol-
lonios of Perga）, while Capital also has also double movement of main horizontal process and
‘epicycle ’-like vertical . From Marx’s critical view, capitalism appears an upside-down system. Thus,
Marx’s early astronomical problematic is succeeded to his lifetime work.
［5−6］Capital organized through Recursive Symmetry Operation 54
［Concept Definition through Symmetry Operation］Shown as in the Table（p.34）, symmetry op-
50 Here in Marx’s critique, one of Kantian antinomies is synthesized, because Kant argues that simultaneous-order in
space and succeeding-order in time do not coexist. This is one of examples that gives evidence that Marx’s critique
is redefinition of Kantian Critique of Pure Reason .
51 Because Marx understands the problematic of seemingly ‘ necessary ’ questions that mentioned at the head of the
present article as epigraph, he organizes Capital through PRF that critically redefines questions that asked as mat-
ter of course.
52 See, Hiroshi Uchida, ‘ The Symmetry Operation in The First Manuscript of Book Two in The 1863-65 Manuscrip-
ts ’, The Annual Bulletin of Social Science, Senshu University Institute for Social Science, No.50, March 2016.
53 See, Hiroshi Uchida, Capital in Symmetry, op. cit., p.348, footnote 75 and MEGA, II/2, S.697 f. where Marx sum-
marized his critique of political economy in The Grundrisse from viewpoint of ‘ Entfremdung ’, so the editors cor-
rectly title based on the descriptive content.
54 As to the contemporary mathematical concept of ‘ operation ’, see Hiraku Toyama, Mathematics and Culture, Taro-
jirosha, 1980, p.66f. Toyama explains that mathematics after Galois who firstly demonstrates that equation of fifth
degree has no general solution, has transformed itself to focus on dynamic operational object, while pre-Galois
mathematics has been targeting substantial object. Then, Marx’s Capital belongs to post-Galois stage, being func-
tional in demonstrating critique of political economy through symmetry operation.
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Table ‘Symmetry Operation and Definitions of Concepts of Book One of Capital ’
‘ Set theory contradiction’ of Book One of Capital develops through the next three symmetry
operations, inverse symmetry operation（φ, φ）, rotational symmetry operation (ψ）and the two
operations bring translational symmetry operation（T＝φ・Ψ）. The order of operation is as below.
Two kinds of inverse symmetry operation Rotational symmetry operation
  
↓ Φ Φ ↓ Ψ
  
【symmetry operation of object】→【critically redefined meaning of concept of political economy】
［］［the first value-form V（U）］Φ［the second U（V）］Ψ［the third（U（V）:V（U））］
Φ＝［］［operation for transition to next ］
Ψ＝［］［ΦΨ＝commodity fetishism］
Φ＝［］［operation for transition to next ］
Ψ＝［］［（ΦΨ）2＝exchange-process］
［］Φ＝［（ΦΨ）2Φ＝money as value-measure］
Φ＝［］［operation for transition to next ］
Ψ＝［］［ΦΨ）3Φ＝money as circulation means］
Φ＝［	］［operation for transition to next ］
Ψ＝［］［（ΦΨ）4 Φ＝money for hoarding payment the world money］
［
］Φ＝［（ΦΨ）4］ΦΦ＝general formula of capital］
Φ＝［］［operation for transition to next ］
Ψ＝［	］［（ΦΨ）5］ΦΦ＝contradiction of the general formula］
Φ＝［］［operation for transition to next ］
Ψ＝［］［（ΦΨ）6］ΦΦ＝buying and selling labor-commodity］
［］Φ＝［（ΦΨ）6］Φ2Φ＝labor-process］
Φ＝［
］［operation for transition to next ］
Ψ＝［］［（ΦΨ）7］Φ2Φ＝value-forming and value-increasing process］
Φ＝［］［operation for transition to next ］
Ψ＝［］［（ΦΨ）8］Φ2Φ＝value and use-value of labor-power commodity
［	］Φ＝［（ΦΨ）8］Φ2Φ2＝constant capital and variable capital ］
Φ＝［］［operation for transition to next ］
Ψ＝［］［（ΦΨ）9］Φ2Φ2＝rate of surplus-value］
Φ＝［］［operation for transition to next ］
Ψ＝［
］［（ΦΨ）10］Φ2Φ2＝working-day］
［］Φ＝［（ΦΨ）10］Φ3Φ2＝relative surplus-value］
Φ＝［	］［operation for transition to next ］
Ψ＝［］［（ΦΨ）11］Φ3Φ2＝absolute surplus-value and relative surplus-value］
Φ＝［
］［operation for transition to next ］
Ψ＝［］［（ΦΨ）12］Φ3Φ2＝preface accumulation-process
primitive accumulation・modern colonization theory］
［［（ΦΨ）12］Φ3Φ3 →「Book Two : Circulation-process of capital」
→「Book Three : Actualization of the Whole Process］
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eration on higher dimension brings different concept, even if the operation focusses from the same
viewpoint. For instance, the first symmetry operation  through［ΦΨ］defines the three value-
forms, respectively, while the second operation through［（ΦΨ）6ΦΦ］of the same  defines
‘buying and selling of labor-power ’ as a whole. The first operation  of  grounds ‘value-
increasing ’, corresponding to ‘ the first vale-form’ that expresses value itself ; the second operation
 explains ‘ loan of labor-commodity’, corresponding to ‘ the second value-form’ that founds
‘commodity-fetishism’ that justifies to treat labor power as ‘ loanable commodity ’ ; the third opera-
tion  criticizes ideology in capital＝labor relation of ‘Freedom, Equality and Benthamism’ that cor-
responds to the third value-form that theoretically bases relationship of commodity-exchange.
The third symmetry operation of the same  through［（ΦΨ）9Φ2Φ2］defines ‘ rate of surplus-
value ’ as a whole. The first  defines ‘ the source and conditions of surplus-value ’, the second 
compares from viewpoint of fetishism ‘ rate of product and value of product ’, and ‘what Senior calls
the last one hour ’, and the last  explains how surplus-value appears in physical term of ‘ surplus
product ’. The same kinds of systematic reflection are found in the order of commodity fetishism of
 and that of exchange-process .
［Concepts of Critique of Political Economy in Actuality］The theory of value-form as the sub-
stantial beginning of Capital starts from the first value-form that is the expression of value with a
single sort of use-value ［V（U）］and three kinds of symmetry operation（Φ,Ψ,Φ）regularly pro-
ceed, that results in multi-strata of critique of political economy in Capital . Therefore, the concepts
do not exist without the definite symmetry operations.
The ordinary way of Capital reading so far has been unconscious of such operational self-
organization of concepts, and has treated as if the concepts are unconditionally given on just
written-letter dimension, they have no insight into the subtle process of concepts-generation. For in-
stance, theory of reproduction is one of the expressions of Primitive Recursive Function that starts
to work from the heading value-form ; the theory can never appear suddenly in the last part of
Capital as self-reproducing value-subject without any theoretical foundation.
Marx writes in the 1867 Foreword to the First edition of Book One that value-form is economic
sell-form of capitalism. That means this ; value-forms grow to be capitalist organization, bringing the
concepts of critique of political economy in multi-recursive process through the two kinds of sym-
metry operation by themselves. The self-contradictory characteristic of commodity of a -symmetrical
symmetry expressed in value-forms drives itself to move in recursive repetition. Thus, the concepts
are actually results of self-organization of value-forms that are summarized in Table ‘Symmetry Op-
eration and Definitions of Concepts of Book One of Capital ’ at page 34.
［Three-fold Recursive Organization of Capital］The Summarization of the symmetry operation
in the table results in the following cube of Primitive Recursive Function through that Book One of
Capital（DK I）is systematized as below.
DK : f（s）
＝【［（ΦΨ）2Φ］［（ΦΨ）2Φ］】3
The function is also rewritten as,
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┏━［progress］━→┓ ┏━［progress］━→┓ ┏━［progress］━→┓
【［（ΦΨ）2Φ］［（ΦΨ）2Φ］】【［（ΦΨ）2Φ］［（ΦΨ）2Φ］】【［（ΦΨ）2Φ］［（ΦΨ）2Φ］】
┗←［retrogress］━┛ ┗←［retrogress］━┛ ┗←［retrogress］━┛
The function is Primitive Recursive Function ; three kinds of symmetry operation（Φ,Ψ,Φ）brings
the result【［（ΦΨ）2Φ］［（ΦΨ）2Φ］】3 . Book One of Capital simply organizes itself with the function.
The three value-form  as the starting arrives finally at Primitive Accumulation in the Euro-
pean past and The Modern Colonization Theory in the contemporary 19th Century America. As
Piero Sraffa’s Production of Commodities by Means of Commodities（1960）is estimated stylishly slen-
der, so is Marx’s Capital as regularly self-organizing symmetry operations. Capital conceals its own
symmetrically beautiful crystallization in its depth that has been waiting for its own discovery. 55
［Introduction to Capital ’s Methodology］The double two-fold character commodity, ‘ set and ele-
ment ’ in Section One and ‘use-value and value ’ in Section Two both in Chapter One is synthesized
‘value-form’ through PRF or translational symmetry operation that drives to organize capitalist mode
of production. Then, the heading two sections of Chapter One is the methodological introduction.
Value-form in Section Three is de facto the starting theory, since Capital confirms that in Section
One, writing that the process of our investigation will bring us back to ‘ value-form or exchange-
value ’, we must temporarily analyze value itself. Capital itself is firmly recursive in the returning ,
being based on PRF.
［Translational Symmetry as Capitalism Foundation］As shown on the first line［I］of the Table
at 34 page, the commodity at the head of Capital as a -symmetrical symmetry develops itself as trans-
lational symmetry（T）that consists of the first value-form（Ue∈Vr）, the second（Vr∈Ue）through
inverse symmetry operation of the first（Φ）, and the third（Vr∈Ue・Ue∈Ve）through rotational
symmetry operation（Ψ）from the second back to the first. The potent runs through from Book One,
as summarized in the same table. Even after that, it continues to work to Book Two and to Book
Three. Moreover, it is planned to penetrate through the system of critique of political economy, in-
cluding ‘competition amongst many capitals ’.
The function mediates three kinds of turnovers of money capital（M・・・M）, production capital
（P・・・P）and commodity capital（C・・・C）. It is very notable that the three kinds of turnover run sys-
tematically ‘diagonal line ’, everlastingly repeating, extending and expanding, and creates the world
market. In this way, value-form is the principle of capitalist organization as ‘ sell-form’.
［Marx’s Capital in Cognitive Self-limitation］However, these recognition of capitalism stands on
cognitive self-limitation. Capital never boasts that it has almighty cognitive power of seeing-through-
anything. It rather confirms self-cognitive limitation and incompleteness.
Indeed, it is recognized as ‘ truth ’ that, as shown in table at page 34, basic structure of capitalism
is formalized in PRF as,
【［（ΦΨ）2Φ］［（ΦΨ）2 Φ］】3
55 Marx informs Engels and Lassalle in his letter that he likes to condense and conceal the content of Capital . See,
Marx/Engels Werke, Bd.29, S.561. PRF fulfills his taste of style.
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However firstly, human beings within capitalism recognize things around them from capitalism-
conditioning viewpoint. They live within the world where they live their own lives like in ‘ the geo-
centric view ’ that sensitively supposes that the sun rises from the east and sets in the west, even
though they know ‘ the heliocentric view ’ is true in theoretical reflection. They are usually trapped
in practical life with commodity fetishism. 56 Human being within capitalism cannot get away from
there in mental life, because they live their life on semblance（Schein）of capitalism where ‘ truth
and falsehood ’ easily turn into the opposite, and because value-form as sort of ‘ a liar’s paradox ’ or-
ganizes capitalism as ‘dialectically double-tongued ’ in Kantian sense of Critique of Pure Reason .
Even utopian imagination of ‘ a wonderful world ’ supposed to be coming is reflective product of capi-
talist life. That is why Marx ironically writes in the Afterword to the second edition of Book One of
Capital that he will not prescribe the recipe for future restaurant. 57 Thus, Das Kapital recognizes
its own limitation and incompleteness of self-recognition of human beings within capitalism. Capital
remains cognitive proof unsettled because of being based on commodity that gives rise value-form
as sell-form of capitalist organization. 58
Secondly, because the heading simple commodity as a -symmetrical symmetry develops value-form,
or mathematically, Primitive Recursive Function, human beings within capitalism continues to re-
main within translational symmetry of commodity in serial infinity. Concepts of critique of political
economy are not simple truth that runs on straight line, but organize instable complex process on
that ‘ truth and falsehood ’ transform into each other, infinitely. Such endless definition is the very
‘ capitalistic truth ’ that appears as eternally ‘ natural system of liberty ’. Even the Primitive Accumula-
tion is reflection of such truth of capitalism. Marx’s Capital that operates translational symmetry,
confirms that it holds ‘ Incompleteness that consistency in theoretical proof is remains unsettled ’, or
‘ Incompleteness that Primitive Recursive Function is indebted of unfinished arrival ’ 59
The double Incompleteness above is never the defect of Capital itself. It rather conditions recog-
nition of capitalism valid only within itself, just like looking at the outside of water from the inside. 60
The water transforms the view outside into something different from as it is without medium of the
water. These constraints imply criticism against such argumentation that some trans-historical super
-subject supersedes capitalism, being based on almighty alleged ‘ science-ism’. The recognition of
the double incompleteness implies ‘Post-Kantian Critique by Marx ’. The strictly scientific nature of
Capital stands on the implication.［The end］
56 See Das Kapital , op. cit., S.88. Marx’s Capital stands on viewpoint of the modern scientific problematic of ‘ astro-
nomical revolution ’, not on the Marx-Weber problematic of ‘ religious revolution ’. The post-war Japan Marx scholar-
ship has been largely biased, standing on the Marx-Weber framework.
57 Das Kapital , op. cit., S.25.
58 Gödel’s ‘ Incompleteness Theorem I’ is ‘ if formal arithmetic is consistent, there is at least one sentence within for-
mal arithmetic that cannot be demonstrated ’. See David Berlinski, The Advent of the Algorithm , p.139-140.
59 ‘ Gödel’s Incompleteness Theorem II’ is ‘ the consistency of arithmetic cannot be demonstrated.’ op. cit., p.141.
60 It is vert notable fact that Capital shares with Gödel’s Theorem I,II, ‘ set theory contradiction’, ‘ a liar’s paradox ’,
‘ negative self-reference ’, ‘ PRF ’, ‘ diagonal line ’. It is probably possible to judge that Gödel’s Theorem I, II of 1931 is
written in the neighborhood（in der Nähe）of Capital of 1867, indeed 64 years later.
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